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Interview with
new director André Aleman
André Aleman is professor of Cognitive Neuropsychiatry in the Department of Neurosciences
of the UMCG and the Department of Psychology of the University of Groningen, and has been
appointed as the new director of the BCN Neuroimaging Center (NIC) in 2018. In this interview,
we talk about André’s academic career and research interests, his books and the dilemmas of
science communication, and his aspirations as the new head of the NIC.

V: I propose to start with an overview of your
academic career. If you were to think back to the
moment you decided to do research, up to this
point in time, what would be the milestones in
this journey?
A: I started with my PhD project at the University
of Utrecht, where I investigated the neural bases of
hallucinations in schizophrenia. After that, I worked for
three years in Utrecht in the Psychiatry Department
at the University Medical Center, conducting research
on schizophrenia. In 2005, I moved to Groningen and
started investigating reduced insight in psychosis. We
thought reduced insight in disorders like schizophrenia
might have to do with changes in self-consciousness,
self-awareness, and self-reflection, and we’ve
been investigating these processes using the MRI
scanner. We did find evidence for that hypothesis.
After that, I became a researcher in the Department
of Neuroscience at the UMCG, while working one
day a week in the Psychology Department, in
neuropsychology. A relevant project I was involved
in focused on apathy in schizophrenia, which is
patients’ lack of initiative and motivation, and a very
strong predictor of daily and social functioning. In our
study, we had a trial treatment for apathy in which we
stimulated the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex using

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and transcranial
direct current stimulation (TDCS) and placebo forms of
the two. The data suggests some improvement, but not
substantial, since the patients were still above the cutoff
for apathy on the Apathy Evaluation Scale.

V: So, one major area of research you’re involved
is schizophrenia, both positive symptoms, like
hallucinations, and negative symptoms, like
apathy.
A: Yes, that is one area that we do research in, but we
also do increasingly more studies on healthy ageing and
memory problems with ageing, and on mild cognitive
impairment (MCI). MCI usually precedes dementia,
though not all people with MCI develop dementia.

V: What are the factors that determine the
transition from MCI to dementia?
A: That is actually one of the questions that we want
to study. Apathy can be one of them. People with MCI
and apathy have a stronger risk of transitioning to
dementia, and it is the same for depression. We have
just finished a study on MCI and apathy. We compared
elderly people with and without MCI in terms of brain
activation. Our first findings were on neurochemistry,
for which we employed magnetic resonance
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spectroscopy (MRS), looking at certain metabolites. We
saw a reduction of choline levels in the prefrontal cortex
associated with apathy, which may have to do with
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. These are some
interesting findings. Our new project, which we have
just started, is on the treatment of the memory and
executive functioning problems in these patients. We
use TACS (transcranial alternating current stimulation), a
form of mild electrical stimulation, which has a stronger
potential to influence networks in the brain and the
synchronization of different brain regions.

V: What networks are you targeting with TACS?
A: We are targeting the fronto-parietal network,
which is involved in executive functioning. We want
to improve patients’ ability to be mentally flexible, to
organize a task and their behaviour.

V: You also did extensive research
on hallucinations and wrote a
book on this topic. What were the
most relevant findings in this area?
A: One of the most interesting findings
is that top-down processing, which
is the stored knowledge we have
in our brain and use for predicting
our perceptual experiences, is very
important in the origin of hallucinations.
There is an expectation-based
attentional mechanism that primes
one’s subsequent perception, and
influences people’s absolute threshold
for perception. In schizophrenia, it’s
mostly auditory hallucinations, so people
would start hearing things that are not
actually present because of these topdown influences.

V: How could this be translated into treatments?
A: For example, one could have cognitive therapy that
focuses on perceptual experiences and expectations.
This is already practiced in England, where they have
cognitive therapy targeted towards hallucinations,
which results in reducing the anxiety that the patients
experience, leading to better coping. Another
possibility is brain stimulation; one would have to focus
on the areas where knowledge is stored, pertaining to
the top-down expectancies, and in the case of auditory
hallucinations, the posterior part of the superior
temporal gyrus (STG), sometimes called Wernike’s area.
TMS to that region tends to reduce the severity of
hallucinations. TMS may also be effective in reducing
negative symptoms, like apathy, and we conducted two
studies on that, suggesting that it may be a promising
intervention.

V: What I found very intriguing while preparing
for our talk today, is that you proposed to include
suicidal ideation in the DSM as a separate
diagnosis. Could you tell me more about this?
A: This is something that I’ve been thinking about
for a couple of years already. The major problem
patients suffer from in psychiatric hospitals is suicidal
tendencies. It’s also the reason why a lot of the people
end up in psychiatric wards. The strange thing,
however, is that if you go to psychiatric conferences,
there is not much investigation of this problem, and
even if you look into the journals on psychiatry, they
discuss depression, schizophrenia, OCD, and anxiety,
and much more rarely suicidal behaviour or suicide,
which is seen as merely a symptom. There is quite some
literature on the epidemiology of suicidal behaviour,
nevertheless, so we know a lot about this phenomenon,
its prevalence, and various factors correlated with it.
What we don’t know is why someone would want to
commit suicide and what happens and their brain.

It is not exactly an adaptive behaviour. It’s a strange
phenomenon from a biological point of view. I think it
is necessary to do more neurobiological research on
that. A colleague from the University of Amsterdam,
the head of the Psychiatry Department, had the same
conviction, so we wrote together a commentary article
for Nature, which was published. We said there should
be more research on this, and we outlined a roadmap
as to how this may occur. More funding from the
government is needed, but also from ERC (European
Research Council) and from the National Institute for
Health (NIH) in the US. We think separate research
programmes and projects should be devoted to suicide,
and not just in the context of its prevention. We should
also consider it as a separate disorder, and the reason
for that is twofold. First, it is a separate disorder from
a conceptual, theoretical point of view. There is a
double dissociation between its occurrence and that of
other disorders with which it is comorbid. There is also
evidence for the existence of a genetic component to
suicidal tendencies. Another relevant finding is that a
lot of patients that have been treated for depression,
and have improved, still commit suicide upon being
discharged from psychiatric institutions. Thus, suicidal
ideation should be treated in its own right, and
should be recognized separately. The other reason is
more practical. In a lot of countries, psychiatrists are
supposed to have a diagnostic category to be able to
treat someone, and for the patient to get reimbursed
by the health insurance. If someone only suffers from
suicidal ideation, and no depression, they can’t receive
any help. Suicidal ideation is comorbid with different
psychopathologies, but it is not necessary for any of
those, so we claim it is a psychopathological category
in its own right. Some consider suicide to be someone’s
autonomous decision that should be respected.
However, in at least 95% of suicides, there is some
heavy psychopathology involved, meaning people
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are not making a decision consistent with their normal
way of thinking. Most people whose attempt fails are
happy to have been stopped. Many of the experts are,
however, quite skeptical about our plan, saying there
are already too many categories in the DSM. I also think
that the DSM has too many categories. I don’t believe
in the utility of all those categories, but I do believe that
suicidal ideation will meet the criteria for a separate
condition, because it is distinct from the others and
it also needs a distinct treatment, such as the already
existing CBT targeted towards suicidal ideation.

V: Do you think there are separate neural
underpinnings of specifically suicidal ideation?

>> “We have
been called the
Neuroimaging
Center for the
last 15 years,
and we’d like
to change
our name to
the Cognitive
Neuroscience
Center (CNC)…
We started with
only the MRI
scanner, but now
we do much
more than that,
which is what
we would like to
convey through
our name.”

A: Maybe not so specific, but I think there may be a
specific combination of factors that may also be seen
in other disorders. We are doing some studies on
that now. We have received funding from the Dutch
government to this end. We are scanning people who
have had a suicide attempt within the first two weeks
of the incident. They complete tasks for emotion
regulation and affective forecasting. Our hypothesis
is that people with difficulties in affective forecasting
are less optimistic and more prone to suicidal ideation,
because they lack the ability to imagine that they would
feel better in the future. We scan participants’ brains
while they imagine that something positive would
happen in a week.

V: This is quite a special study in terms of its
population. If you were to look back at the other
research projects you were involved in, which
ones stand out as the most special?
A: One project that I liked a lot was on the effect of
expectations on hallucinations. This has been studied
in England with paradigms of the verbal transformation
effect. In this task, the same word is repeated over and
over again. Participants are told that they will hear

new words, and are instructed to report those back.
Participants usually hear similarly sounding words to the
one repeated, called verbal transformations. Patients
with hallucinations, however, come up with a lot more
words, sounding much differently from the one they
hear. This result is used as evidence for patients with
schizophrenia exerting much more top-down influence
on their percepts. However, there was some criticism
of it, because the results may be confounded by
participants’ suggestibility, a social desirability effect,
and are not strictly due to top-down influences. In order
to address this limitation, we created a task in which
participants hear a sentence in which the last word
is difficult to make out, presented in a burst of white
noise. The word could either be a highly salient ending
of the sentence, or a less common, but still semantically
accurate and correct ending (“She was sunbathing on
the… beach/balcony.”). We had two participant groups,
a hallucination group and a control group, created
based on participants’ predisposition to experience
subclinical levels hallucinations. We predicted that the
hallucination group would have more top-down errors,
hearing in the white noise a word that was not present
but that fits their semantic predictions. That is exactly
what we found. I like this study because it shows a
quite elegant way of disentangling suggestibility and
participants’ tendencies to exert top-down control on
their perception.

V: This kind of research went into your first book
on hallucinations, published in 2008, and then
you published three more books. In this context,
how did you find the process of writing popular
science books and what were, for you, the
challenges of science communication?
A: I wrote a book with a colleague, Frank Larøi, on
hallucinations, but that was a scientific book, published
in 2008 by the APA. In 2011, I wrote a book in Dutch

called Hersenspinsels, about hallucinations and illusions,
which was a popular science book. A year later, I wrote
The Ageing Brain, which was published in 9 languages.
Last year I wrote Je brein de baas, which translates as
Controlling the brain or Being the boss of your brain.
A challenge when writing for a broader audience is
avoiding being too technical. If we mention brain areas,
we make sure to include illustrations for them, and we
have to keep the explanations a bit more general. You
also need to have some kind of entertaining stories
or examples; otherwise it is too dry. That can be a
challenge, to find examples or stories that are appealing
to people and interesting. For example, a story I
used to exemplify the influence of expectations on
hallucinations has to do with a common phenomenon;
namely, a lot of young mothers report hearing their
baby crying while the baby is deep asleep. One is
primed to expect crying, and the attention is geared
towards that. This leads to the construction of that
percept by the brain.
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V: In which of the research projects that you
were involved in was there a higher emphasis on
this multidisciplinary and multilevel approach,
and how were they different from the narrower
studies?
A: In most of our projects, we look at the cognitive and
psychological level, and at the neural level. We also
developed a treatment of reduced insight in patients
with schizophrenia, which is a high-level issue that
has to do with patients’ narrative insight, the story of
their lives. It’s very difficult to admit that something
is wrong with your mental processes, because there
is great stigma around it in our society. Schizophrenia
is exactly what a lot of people mean by madness. We
developed, with Marieke Pijnenborg from the Clinical
Psychology Department, an intervention to improve
insight, because it results in treatment adherence. This
programme had different aspects to it. For example,
there were sessions dedicated to reducing stigma so
that people are more aware of this phenomenon in
society and are empowered to deal with that, which is
a psychological and sociological intervention. I would
expect changes at these levels to also be reflected at
the brain level, with some interesting neural correlates.

V: When communicating neuroscience findings
to the general public, there is always the risk of
reductionism. How do you usually tackle it?
A: There are different opinions on this topic. Some
people think that reductionism is the way to go. There
is a Dutch neurobiologist, Dick Swaab, who wrote
a book with the title We are our brains, promoting a
very reductionistic stance. In my last book, I have an
epilogue at the end, where I explain that I don’t share
this position. To understand human beings, the brain
is just one level, the neurobiological level, which is not
sufficient. Different levels are necessary: psychological,

sociological, anthropological, philosophical, and
economic levels, just as our university has these
different departments. They are not superfluous; that’s
why they have survived for so many hundreds of years.
We should not reduce our behaviour or who we are to
biological explanations, because they don’t capture
the richness of our experience and our psychology.
Still, I am a neuroscientist, which can and does give
us valuable insights beyond those from other levels
of analysis. Each of these areas adds another level of
understanding, and they all build on each other and
complement each other.

V: Having discussed so many studies involving
measuring brain activity, it is maybe a good
moment to talk about the Neuroimaging Center
(NIC), which allows for such studies. You were
appointed as the new director of the NIC at the
beginning of January. How has your experience
of this been so far?
A: We are at the beginning of a new phase, so there
are a lot of changes at the NIC. We used to have our
own scanner, but we have stopped using it on April 1st,
because it was very old – 14 years old. We are scanning
now at the UMCG, in the Radiology Department, using
a new scanner. This is all good news. The difference,
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is that we switched from our own full-time scanner
to one we use only two and a half, maybe three days
per week. This has created some concerns. Until now,
however, everything has been running smoothly, and
no lack of access to the scanner has been experienced.
We also have a good agreement with the people from
the Radiology Department, so that we are in charge
of our own scanning time. Since it’s a new scanner,
it also has a very good resolution, so the images are
quite good. In terms of our neuroimaging center, we
are celebrating our 15th anniversary this year, which
will be marked with a symposium on September 26th,
with four very famous speakers from four different
areas of neuroimaging research. One speaker, Prof.
Krista Lanctôt from Canada, will talk about ageing,
because we do a lot of research on that at NIC. Prof.
Serge Dumoulin will talk about visual neuroscience,
because we have quite a history of doing interesting
experiments on visual perception. We will have a
speaker on depression and neuroimaging, Prof. Mary
Phillips, from the US, and a speaker on schizophrenia
and auditory hallucinations, Prof. Kenneth Hugdahl
from Norway. We look forward to that celebration.
Another relevant aspect that should be mentioned
is that the name of our center will be changed. We
have been called the Neuroimaging Center for the
last 15 years, and we’d like to change our name to the
Cognitive Neuroscience Center (CNC). The reason is that
we don’t only do neuroimaging – we do more than that.
For example, TACS, TDCS, TMS, the brain stimulation
techniques are not neuroimaging, strictly speaking, nor
is EEG. We also do NIRS (near-infrared spectroscopy),
which is optical imaging. We started with only the MRI
scanner, but now we do much more than that, which is
what we would like to convey through our name.

V: What are the main goals that you set for
yourself as the new director of the CNC?

A: The main goal is to do neuroimaging studies
and other forms of brain research on cognition and
perception at a high level, and to increase our visibility
in the Netherlands and internationally.

V: What would be the avenues to accomplish
these goals?
A: I think the main avenue is to collaborate more, bring
people together and unravel opportunities, and have
more meetings like the symposium in September. The
CNC would become more of a platform for people
to meet and start collaborating, creating a sense of
community. One example, is the collaborative project of
Judith Daniels from the Clinical Psychology Department
and my research group, in which we’ll employ fMRI.
Moreover, BCN is a structure that already facilitates
this kind of collaboration between faculties and
departments. Individual researchers may also contact us
directly, or attend our meetings, which are alternative
ways of initiating such projects. Joining expertise
from different departments also tends to result in
more innovative research proposals. One such project
is a collaboration between our department and the
language and art department, investigating the effect
of learning a second language on the preservation of
cognitive abilities. There is the hypothesis that being
bilingual or learning a second language results in better
preservation of one’s cognitive abilities in old age. This
will be tested with a language learning intervention in a
sample of elderly people, which I find very interesting.
Another interesting project is from Monique Lorist
from the Psychology Department, who is studying
the attentional processing for different categories of
visual stimuli in elderly and young people. This project
is investigating the differences in cognitive control
between the two age groups.
Since the NIC is physically closer to the UMCG, some
are under the impression that more medical research is

being done there, which is not the case. The NIC started
from the BCN as an interdisciplinary center, and that
is what I want to emphasize through our projects and
goals. Our possibilities are growing, both for researchers
and for students.
■■ BY VALERIA CERNEI
■■ PHOTOS BY SANDER MARTENS
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Symposium on the
15th Anniversary of
the Neuroimaging
Center Groningen
In 2003, the Neuroimaging Center opened its doors to the BCN research community.
To celebrate its 15th anniversary, the NIC is organizing a symposium in collaboration
with BCN on Wednesday, 26 September at DOT. Save the date to eat cake and enjoy a
number of lectures from internationally renowned scientists!
Confirmed speakers are:
- Prof. Krista Lanctot (Canada) on cognitive neuroimaging of aging
- Prof. Serge Dumoulin (Amsterdam) on visual neuroscience
- Prof. Kenneth Hugdahl (Norway) on the neural basis of hallucinations
- Prof. Mary Phillips (USA) on neuroimaging of depression and emotion
Entrance is free, but you need to register before September 18th here:
http://tinyurl.com/nicsymposium

grafisch ontwerp: RATATA.NL
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Interview with
former NIC director Gert ter Horst
In this interview, Gert ter Horst, the first director of the
Neuroimaging Center and current coordinator of the UMCG
medicine programme, talks about his academic journey and
research fascinations, his activity as the director of NIC, the
challenges young researchers face, and the future of academia.

V: What are the experiences or projects that
you consider to be milestones in your academic
career?
G: First, I did my PhD in neuroanatomy, which I
enjoyed. That was quite an important phase in my
career, because I got my PhD with honours. This led
to a situation in which I have never had to apply for a
job; they were always offered to me. After my PhD, the
situation in research was complicated. It was difficult
to find a job as a researcher, so I decided to work
in industry. I worked for a year at a pharmaceutical
company, in psychopharmacology, which taught me
many valuable skills, like how to communicate with
people with various expertise and how to handle
financial situations. However, I came to the conclusion
that some parts of the job weren’t very enriching for
me, such as working on advertising products. I was
then approached by somebody from the University
of Groningen who proposed that I join the newly
formed Neuroanatomy Department. I worked there as
a neuroanatomist for a couple of years, until I had an
argument about academic freedom with the head of
the department, and I risked being fired. Some of the
reasons were that I wasn’t allowed to apply for grants,
or to go to the meetings of NWO. Moreover, I was a
founding member and chairman of the Endo-NeuroPsycho-meeting, which the head of the department was

also opposed to. At that
time, I was also already
working for the BCN
under another director,
and I was organizing
lectures inviting top
researchers from the
Netherlands. I was taking
initiative, working on my
career and on the profile of the BCN and of the Medical
Faculty, but my department at that time didn’t like that
at all. As a consequence, I was moved to the Psychiatry
Department by the dean of the Medical Faculty.
I worked there till 2002, and I have enjoyed much more
academic freedom. After that, I was asked to become
the director of the BCN, which resulted in me doing less
research and more organizational work. That has been
an important point, because it has allowed me to build
a lot of professional relationships with people from
different universities, and various other institutions.
These connections are still relevant at my current job;
being friendly with the people you work with leads to
significantly more productive interactions. These are
the key points in my academic career. When it comes to
my research interests, I mainly did research on gender
diversity. As a biology student, I was interested in the
differences between male and female rats in stress

coping strategies and behaviours. We found a huge
difference between the two, and this discovery has
dominated my entire research career. From that time
on, I have been advocating the differences between
males and females in respect to brain function.

V: What were the findings on the differences
between the brains of male and female rats?
G: We wanted to know what the impact of chronic
stress on the male and female brain is in relation to
the development of depression, because we know
that women are more susceptible to depression. We
concluded that under a stressful situation, the female
brain is more active than the male brain. When the
stress continues for a long time, the female brain first
shows an upregulation in brain activity, which then
drops. This drop is relevant for the development of
depression, it happens because the organism cannot
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adapt anymore to the stress. In male rats, you see the
opposite pattern. There is a change from a low level of
activity at the beginning, to a high level later on. We
have also investigated the effects of male and female
hormones on this process. After I became the director
of the NIC, the possibility to conduct studies on human
participants arose. We chose heartbreak as the cause of
stress, which proved to be a very good choice. People
suffer from it for a long time, and are usually willing
to participate in research. It’s also relatively easy to
find people with heartbreak. This research was highly
visible in the media, which attracted a lot of projects
and grants for the NIC. For example, I got a grant of 1
million euros from a person who found out about the
research we were conducting. He had heard about the
NIC, and was so fascinated by the possibility of doing
fMRI in Groningen that he donated a million euros and
also agreed to pay the taxes for that sum. Interestingly,
this person didn’t want to talk to me directly and he had
a tax adviser who sent an email to my secretary asking
whether we would be interested in that. We talked to
the tax adviser, and then I was invited to the house of
our benefactor himself. We talked about research, about
what people care about and what they are interested
in. After a few weeks, we received the news about the
donation.

V: In terms of specific findings, which ones do you
consider the most relevant?
G: The findings pertaining to the differences between
the male and female brain. Just like in the case of the
liver, heart, and kidney, male and female brains are
differently influenced by hormonal levels, which results
in significant differences between their functioning.
The differences are so huge that they make studying
males and females as part of the same sample
counterproductive. Usually, however, the results on
gender differences are quite superficial. The samples

are studied in terms of averages, and not in terms of the
underlying mechanisms, leading to the conclusion that
there is no difference between males and females. Of
course, all these gender idiosyncrasies are manifested
as a spectrum, which research needs to account for. In
this case, studying individual cases rather than groups
may lead to more interesting findings, which one may
extrapolate, eventually, through future research.

V: My next questions are going to be more related
to the NIC and the activity within it. You told me
you have an interesting story about how you
started to work at the NIC.
G: It’s interesting, because it wasn’t part of my career
plan. It happened in 2001. I was the new director of the
BCN, and together with the dean of the Medical Faculty,
who is now the head of the university, I was searching
for a person with a profile in neuroimaging to be the

director of this new institution we were founding, which
became the NIC. It proved to be quite difficult to find
someone for that position, because such institutions
already existed in other cities in the Netherlands.
Creating such an institution from scratch requires a lot
of work, which means a low research production for
the first 2 or 3 years and fighting for funds. During one
of our meetings with the dean, we were discussing all
these issues. Meanwhile, he was playing with a key on
the table. He then threw it to me. “Here, take it. You are
the new director of the NIC”, he said. I had to accept
since I was already heavily involved in that project, and
so we started building the NIC. In our first year, we had
a lot of students. We also needed to attract funding, so
we started working with pharmaceutical companies.
We thought, at that time, that everyone would be
interested in conducting MRI studies, but surprisingly
few people were, because it was too much of a novel
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activity. Therefore, we also built an EEG facility, which
allowed us to earn a reasonable amount of money. In
2007, after having been the director of the BCN for 5
years, I resigned from that position, while continuing to
work at the NIC. Much of my responsibility at the NIC
involved finding funding. One big commercial project
we had was on perceptually-invoked emotion (through
taste and smell) and the corresponding brain activity,
which brought in a lot of financial resources during the
economic crisis, around 2.5 million euros. This helped us
survive during the crisis. After the crisis, we got another
big commercial project with a pharmaceutical company,
for which we had to compete with the University of
Leiden. This project helped the NIC earn more than 15
thousand euros within half a year. However, researchers
started to complain because they had less scan time and
had less flexibility in terms of scheduling scanning slots
as a consequence of the commercial projects we were
involved in. The benefits of the commercial projects
were considerable in reducing the costs of scanning.
Researchers at the NIC never paid more the 250 euros
per hour of scanning, while all over the world it’s about
twice as much. Now, the NIC will have to share the
scanner with the Radiology Department. The funding
of the NIC will be completely different too, because
we would have to pay to have access to the hospital
scanner. In my opinion, this means less freedom in the
ways you want to use the funds. The money would not,
to a certain extent, stay within the NIC any longer.

possibility of keeping our own scanner, and continuing
working with it, but we didn’t succeed, unfortunately.

VC: What is the reason behind the change of the
scanner’s location?

G: First of all, to survive, because that was difficult.
Another goal was to maintain a competitive edge
among these kinds of facilities. We decided not to
choose a particular focus for the NIC. In Leiden, for
example, a similar institution focuses on language
research. We decided not to do that, since having
a focus would have narrowed the type of research
we could facilitate. That can also be a disadvantage,

G: Politics, the centralization of facilities. It is easier for
the UMCG to have their own imaging facilities, a patient
care facility, and a research facility. This reduces the
maintenance costs, which are substantial for an MRI
scanner. There are advantages for the UMCG, but the
picture is different for the NIC. We investigated the

VC: What were the most peculiar projects
conducted at the NIC during these 15 years?
G: We’ve done a lot of interesting research. For example,
we have had pigs in the scanners, sheep too. We have
put corpses in the scanner. Then, we had a study in
which a researcher was studying sex, so we had people
in the scanner masturbating. We also started doing
studies on the heart, taking cardiovascular measures
because we saw the possibility that this could bring
us income; we have done studies on the liver, on the
kidney. We have also introduced new techniques. In the
beginning, we could only do MRI. Later, we included
DTI and carbon scanning. We also had a bicycle in the
scanner, so people’s brain activity could be studied
while cycling. This is very promising, and I hope the
possibilities will continue to grow. I should not leave
out the other part, sometimes things simply go wrong.
For example, we also had accidents, despite all safety
measures. We have had two instances where a cylinder
of helium was pulled into the scanner, ruining its entire
inside, and parts of the outside. Luckily, nobody was
hurt. The entire scanner had to be replaced 5 years after
we started. And that happened one more time later on.
It’s dangerous equipment.

V: What goals were most important for you while
working at the NIC?

because everyone is seeking profiles nowadays. You
see that on a personal level, but you also see it at an
institutional and facility level. In the context of having
a research focus, we had to decide whether to switch
from a 3 Tesla scanner to a 7 Tesla scanner. This switch
would have required adding physics as an important
research discipline at the NIC. However, most research
with such a scanner was already being done in Utrecht,
so there were no people available to do that kind of
research in Groningen. Thus, we continued with the
3 Tesla scanner, and that is what you still see in the
hospital.

V: What were the major changes during the NIC’s
life?
G: In the beginning, I was the only professor there. Later,
we got the possibility to appoint people as principal
investigators at the NIC. We started with Christian
Keysers, who is now working at the University of
Amsterdam. Later, André Aleman joined, who became a
full professor, the position he’s in now. Monique Lorist,
a professor in the Psychology Department, is also one
of our partners. The Faculty of Arts also started doing
interesting projects with us. For example, if you go
to the basement of the NIC, you can still see pictures
of babies with EEG equipment on their head. It was
a very large study investigating dyslexia. These were
children of people with dyslexia, and we studied their
development during 12 years. During the past 15 years,
the research conducted at the NIC increased in variety
and scope. Another interesting change is that in the
beginning everyone wanted to do a study using fMRI,
while in the last couple of years the preference seems
to have switched back to EEG. One of the reasons is
that fMRI studies are time-consuming and expensive.
Initially, doing fMRI research was exceptional; it almost
guaranteed that a paper would be published. Now, fMRI
is mainstream, everybody is more critical about it.
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V: In what ways have the issues of reductionism
that comes with doing neuroscience research
affected the way in which you conduct and
communicate science?

>> “In a
university,
there should
be academic
freedom. Our
freedom is
highly limited
by the pressure
to perform.”

G: It’s important to advocate the importance of brain
research and neuroscience to the general public,
and to try to talk as much as possible about your
research. In this context, I have had many interviews
and lectures on gender differences. However, one
shouldn’t make it a scientific lecture; the research has
to be translated to the level of the public. This is often
difficult. One has to be both accurate and precise,
but also interesting, and show the larger goals and
the context of the findings. It’s very rewarding to
do so, and one can get many ideas through these
discussions with people. For example, I was talking to
my wife about the heartbreak study I mentioned, and
she told me that there may be a difference between
men and women in how they experience a stressor.
Women would talk about it a lot immediately, men
tend to distract themselves instead, by going out and
such, and try to keep it low profile. After 6 months,
however, men would experience the same problems
as women. Thus, it’s not correct to compare men and
women in stress coping at the same moment in time.
The next day after this discussion, I went back to my
office and did an analysis to check that hypothesis. My
wife was right. Different audiences may have valuable
inputs and you can learn from them. What I notice a
lot in young researchers is that they spend most of
their time isolated in labs, which is not good for one’s
career or one’s health. It’s important to have an open
eye for everything that happens in your environment,
and try to grab opportunities, talk to people. In
education, it helps to develop skills needed to be a
senior scientist, which is more than just doing science,
you also have to be an educator.

V: Do you think academia has become more
stressful in the recent years?
G: Yes, for sure. That’s why I don’t like it so much
anymore. In a university, there should be academic
freedom. Our freedom is highly limited by the pressure
to perform. Graphs of performance are ruling our lives:
how many grants you have got, how many papers you
have published, etc. If you meet all these criteria, there
is no more time to be creative. How can you be creative
when you are forced into a profile? We need academic
freedom to do new things. There is a lot of repetition
in science today, which is not at a university level. At a
university, we need to do risky research.

V: What do you think would help change the
situation?
G: We should stop tracking performance as diligently. If
we were to get rid of at least the unnecessary parts of
bureaucracy, that time can be used to do research and
come up with new ideas. In the end, the bureaucracy
will go down, because nobody can keep up with it, and
the quality of the research that’s being done suffers
too. To make progress, one needs to do risky research.
Most researchers don’t dare to do so, because they
have obligations and if they fail they put their career in
jeopardy. We should create space for risk in our system.
We should also reduce stress, which is so detrimental
to creativity. Bureaucracy only creates the illusion of
safety; it helps trace actions to papers. Everybody is so
afraid to make mistakes. However, mistakes happen
anyway, and if you have it on paper, it doesn’t help.
The effects of this are far-reaching, too. There are a lot
of young people investing so much in getting their
PhD. How many of them would end up doing science?
Not many, because what we are doing is killing their
ambitions. Particularly at the start of one’s career, one
is required to meet all these performance criteria.
When you decide that it’s too much, you just need to

stop with what you’re doing. A very small proportion
of people completing their PhD continue with an
academic career. Maybe 25% will go for a postdoc. After
that, most people are at an age where they may want to
start a family, have children; people start asking a lot of
big questions. It is also when a lot of people give up. In
the end, maybe 10% of those getting a PhD continue in
academia. A large number would go into public service
and industry. However, if you are ambitious, and if you
have a real fascination for science, that will keep you
alive. Otherwise, all the disappointments in research will
lead to a loss of interest. You need fascination to survive,
because there are a lot of disappointments in science.
One’s fascination tends to evolve, too. For example,
when I was a biology student, my fascination was the
brain; then it switched to the anatomy of the brain, then
to how our brain controls insulin production, and then it
changed to coping with stress, since we stumbled upon
gender differences. That became my new fascination.
Now, my fascination is less in research, because I have a
different job now as a course director for the medicine
programme. It is time consuming, and it is not as easy
to keep your head above water as I thought it would be.
We have a very complex programme, which involves
600-800 teachers. It’s a challenge. We’re now changing
things to make the programme better, to make it
again a top programme in the Netherlands. I think the
problem is the organization of the programme. We have
too many people involved, and the programme is too
complex. We need to simplify it, give more structure to
the students, and put more role models in place. That
is what we are starting to do in September. The coming
year will be an important year in the development
of the medical training in Groningen. I am hopeful,
though.
■■ BY VALERIA CERNEI
■■ PHOTOS BY SANDER MARTENS
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>>TH E ART O F SCI E NCE

Con onor muore: Maria Callas through the
eyes of Jasper Krabbé and the neurobiology
of heartbreak
Japanese Paintings is a temporal exhibition being displayed at the Museum de Fundatie in
Zwolle until September that presents the work of Jasper Krabbé. Krabbé found his inspiration
for this collection in, of all places, the front cover of a vinyl recording of Madame Butterfly,
presenting Maria Callas in traditional Japanese attire. The artwork is breathtaking. The way
the colors merge and mix due to the technique that Krabbé uses to create his work, evoking
the feeling of a memory fading away. Krabbé uses untreated fabric, the backs of pieces of
painted canvas and prints. Furthermore, the untreated fabric absorbs the pastel shades the
artist uses, thus creating an open and transparent look. To the eyes of an untrained eye, the
detail that is presented in this collection is imposing and astonishing.
One of the central themes of Madame Butterfly by
Giacomo Puccini is heartbreak. Cio Cio-san (Madama
Butterfly) has her heart broken after Lieutenant
Pinkerton returns to Nagasaki with his new wife Kate.
This event with the added stress of losing her child
leads Cio Cio-san to commit suicide. The denouement
of this tragedy presents a complex and socially relevant
topic, heartbreak and posttraumatic stress disorder.
Dissolution of romantic relationships is amongst the
most stressful events experienced by young adults
(Cameron, Palm, & Follette, 2010). After the dissolution
of a romantic relationship reduced self-concept
clarity (i.e. the extent to which self-aspects are held
with certainty and perceived to be both internally

consistent and temporally stable) may ensue, thus
contributing to post-breakup emotional distress
(Slotter, Gardner, & Finkel, 2010). A subcortical and
cortical brain network have been associated (i.e. resting
state and task-related fMRI activation) with romantic
love. The subcortical brain network mediates reward,
motivation and emotion regulation is composed of the
ventral tegmental area, the hippocampus, the nucleus
accumbens, the caudate nucleus and the hypothalamus
(Song et al., 2015). The medial insula, anterior cingulate
cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, temporo-parietal
junction, medial prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal,
precuneus, and temporal lobe compose the cortical
brain network (i.e. primarily related to social cognition,
attention, memory, mental associations and self-
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representation) that interact with the subcortical system
(Song et al., 2015). Heartbreak and the neurobiology of
love and affection is currently a topic of interest within
the BCN research community. Professor G.J. ter Horst
and his team are currently working on these topics.
Their work ranges from neuropsychological assessment
to physiological markers (e.g. pupillometry and fMRI)
of stress-induced changes in the human brain. The
goal of their research is to understand how a healthy
brain develops into a depressed one. Focusing on the
mechanisms underlying this progression to a mental
health problem. In this regard, heartbreak is a consistent
and strong model to study emotional changes leading
to disease.

portrait printed in a record cover or from looking at
the artwork from a Dutch painter. In some people
art incites emotions, to others it tells a story. To this
neuroscientist, the story behind the inspiration provides
an opportunity to learn about the neurobiology of
heartbreak. Every day provides an opportunity to find
inspiration.
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Toward an international and multidisciplinary BCN community
Elkan G. Akyürek is an associate professor in the unit of Experimental Psychology at the RUG.
A cognitive psychologist by training and interested in general cognitive functions, ranging
from attention and working memory to the limits of our perception, Elkan has worked at the
RUG since 2009 at the Heymans Institute and was appointed as a BCN board member in May of
this year. We present a brief interview to introduce him to the BCN community.

What are your personal research interests?
I am interested in the cognitive functions that we
all share. In particular, I study how we perceive the
environment around us, as well as how we remember
the things we have perceived. Two major themes
in my research are visual selective attention and
working memory. These topics involve questions such
as “how do we select and remember some items in
our environment, but not others?” and “why do we
sometimes get distracted?” Part of the answers to these
questions revolve around the limited capacity we have
to process information; working memory, for instance,
can hold only a handful of items. Similar limits apply to
attention, as you might experience first-hand when you
encounter a magician or a pick-pocket, professionals
who exploit the fact that we cannot keep track of
everything around us when our attention is diverted
away (unfortunately).
In relation to these cognitive limits, I am also interested
in efficiency; how can we be most effective at a
minimum cost. In one line of research, we have looked
into cognitive and perceptual strategies to ‘chunk’
information together to enhance processing (e.g.,
remembering the individual numbers 1, 2, 1, and 5 as
the year 1215; Magna Carta). In other research lines,
we have examined individual differences as a function
of age, and looked at the effects of nutrients, such as
cocoa flavanols, on cognition.

My group tries to find answers to these questions by
assessing task performance, (reaction time and response
accuracy), and brain electrophysiology, including
event-related potentials (ERPs) and multivariate pattern
analysis, as the primary outcome measure. We use
electroencephalography primarily for its high temporal
resolution, which is optimally suited to a range of
cognitive processes and functions. Nonetheless, we
have also dabbled a bit in other physiological measures,
including functional MRI and pupil dilation.

How do you first become interested in cognitive
psychology?
My interest in the field goes a long way back, to
when I first began my studies. I felt that the sort of
questions that are asked in cognitive psychology are
in a way central to our existence. After all, everything
we experience is based on our own observations and
processed in our brains. And we still do not know all
that much about just how all that happens. For me, that
observation underlines how cognition and its neural
correlates are in a sense enigmatic and worthy of study.

In what ways would you like the research school
to grow during your tenure as a BCN board
member?
We are trying to activate the BCN community to
flourish as a research school. There are several types of

>> collaborations in particular offer
new opportunities, since going outside
of your discipline by definition will
broaden your scientific scope.”
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initiatives we are trying to implement. At the moment, I
am particularly interested in increasing interdisciplinary
collaborations. I believe that by expanding these
collaborations and facilitating initiatives that are already
in place, we can further strengthen the BCN community.
There is a current effort to survey existing
multidisciplinary collaborations in BCN, with the goal
to facilitate such groups to strengthen their network,
for instance through grant applications as (part of)
a content-driven consortium. We are also trying to
understand and potentially alleviate the type of
obstacles that might restrain some researchers from
participating in such collaborations. For example, many
of the criteria that are imposed on young academics
are in some way implicitly focused on working primarily
within their own field, and are sometimes faculty
specific (e.g., expectations about the number and
type of publications, the level and content of teaching
responsibilities).
In the future, we would furthermore like to create an
incentive programme to stimulate multidisciplinary
collaborations, where BCN could serve as a facilitator
to kick-start those projects. The idea is that BCN
would thereby help to plant the seeds from which
multidisciplinary groups could grow. Eventually,
this would create a culture of multidisciplinary
collaborations in which such projects become the norm
rather than the exception. My personal experience is
that as soon as you start working productively and
fruitfully in a multidisciplinary environment, it can
quickly become quite exciting and inspiring too. So, for
that reason alone, I would like to encourage all of our
members to try it out.

BCN is a multidisciplinary and multicultural
research school. What are the advantages
and disadvantages of being a diverse research
institute?

Science is a global community and I think it is a good
sign that people from all over the world are keen to
come to the RUG. I think it serves as evidence that
we are doing interesting things, as more people
are attracted specifically to our programmes and
our research. There is also an advantage to having
multicultural and multidisciplinary research groups,
considering that diversity in backgrounds can foster
different perspectives and novel ideas.
Multidisciplinary collaborations in particular offer new
opportunities, since going outside of your discipline
by definition will broaden your scientific scope. Of
course, one can also imagine downsides or obstacles
to having diverse research groups; for instance, spoken
and written language skills might more easily become
an issue. However, I think overall the impact is positive
and there are more advantages than disadvantages
to having multicultural and multidisciplinary
collaborations and research groups.

What are the biggest challenges that are ahead
for BCN?
One of the challenges of BCN is that as an institute
it exists between faculties and it can even be said
that it exists somewhat outside of those structures.
Until now, that has not created urgent problems but
it is something to keep an eye on. Another challenge
for BCN is that each faculty has its own agenda and
that sometimes creates a problem of relevancy. In
this context, we need to stay aware of how research
programmes within the various faculties can
harmoniously align within BCN.
The ongoing challenge for BCN is to stay visible and
relevant in order for the different faculties to fully
appreciate the importance of such an interdisciplinary
research school. In this context, I think that the prospect
of interdisciplinary funding opportunities is one of
the selling points that BCN has to offer the faculties

that compose this research school. The Dutch funding
system currently focuses rather heavily on research
topics that are fundamentally multidisciplinary in nature
(e.g., the “Nationale Wetenschapsagenda”), giving
research schools like BCN an advantage. Thus, all in all,
I think BCN is in good shape at the moment and going
forward as a community, we should be able to thrive.
■■ BY JAIME MONDRAGON
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The birth of the MAPS Summer School
In the second week of July, many young
speech perception researchers from all
over the world visited Groningen for
the MAPS Summer School. For several
months, the organizers of MAPS have been
pulling out all the stops to put together
an interesting and diverse five-day
programme. Similar to many participants
who never attended a summer school
before, for the organizers it was the first
time they ever set up such an event. Let’s
see how this very first edition of MAPS
turned out.
On the morning of Monday, July 9th, young researchers
gathered in room A7 of the Academy Building. More
and more applicants came in: master’s students, PhD
students, students who recently graduated. Everyone
was provided with the one and only MAPS goodie
bag, and name tags made contact with neighbouring
students just a little easier. This contact established
itself quite easily though, because all participants had
come to Groningen for the same topic of interest:
auditory speech perception.
MAPS is short for ‘Multiple Approaches to the
Perception of Speech’. It was organized by Anita
Wagner, Terrin Tamati, and Simone Sprenger, who
are all three prominent researchers in the field of
psycholinguistics. The aim of MAPS is to gain better
insight into the role that, for instance, experience,
language, age, social network, and physical

environment play in the perception of speech. The
multi-disciplinary approach of MAPS created the
opportunity for many different perspectives on speech
perception. Surprisingly, this year was the birth year of
MAPS, which means that this summer school on speech
processing had never been organised before.
So, why this summer school? Anita Wagner, researcher
at the UMCG Auditory Speech Perception group and
one of the organisers of MAPS, explains: “Researchers
from various disciplines work on speech, and they have
different tools, different approaches and rationales,
which can be challenging in collaborations. Also, in

research papers, we see that often the perspective
is rather one-sided, leaving out the light that other
disciplines can shed on the question of interest. A third
reason is that even within one and the same university
or organisation, like BCN, many researchers can be
working on speech, but they have little chances to meet
and may not know each other that well. With MAPS, we
aim to bring all these researchers together.”
The variety among the speakers was substantial.
Wagner: “We have invited researchers from BCN,
researchers with backgrounds in psychology,
linguistics, physics, neuroscience, and psychiatry to
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present their theory-driven and applied research,
together with international researchers who include
multidisciplinary insights in their work.” The organisers
lectured, along with Branislava Ćurčić-Blake, a physicist,
Roelien Bastiaanse, a neurolinguist, and Iris Sommer,
a psychiatrist by training, all of whom are currently
in Groningen. They gave their lectures back-to-back
with Anne Cutler, a former director of the MaxPlanck Institute for Psycholinguistics who is currently
working in Sydney, Sonja Kotz, a psychologist from
Maastricht specialised in translational neuroscience,
and translational researchers Elia Formisano and
Jaime Undurraga, who are engineers by training, from
Maastricht and Sydney respectively.
The MAPS participants also made up a highly diverse
group. In total, 42 participants applied, and all 42 were
actually present in Groningen. Wagner: “We ended
up with way more participants than the 20 to 25 that

we expected beforehand!” The participants were 30%
linguists, 30% psychologists, 30% engineers, and the
last 10% was made up of a variety of fields. Students
came from the US, Colombia, China, Iran, Malaysia,
and a variety of European countries. German students
applied most enthusiastically, making up almost 25% of
all participants.
Each day of MAPS started with a series of interesting
lectures, focussing on a different perspective of
speech perception every day: auditory space, auditory
mapping, cortical mapping, developmental paths,
and crossing pathways. Speakers were renowned
researchers who contributed to the field to a greater
or lesser extent, but all with their very own unique but
broad approach to auditory speech processing. “Also,”
Wagner adds, “we asked researchers who are good
teachers, because they really enjoy teaching. This makes
them more approachable, it makes the school more fun,
and leads to livelier interactions with the participants,
which is something we consider to be very relevant to
a summer school like this. In fact, the MAPS crowd was
very interactive and engaging.”
In the spirit of shared knowledge, there was a visit
to the Carl von Ossietzky University in Oldenburg
(Germany) on Monday afternoon. The universities
of Oldenburg and Groningen have a close crossborder collaboration regarding research in the field
of medicine and health science. As an example, they
set up the European Medical School together, which
was the first cross-border medical degree programme
in Europe. But more importantly for the purposes of
MAPS, Oldenburg University has some enviable facilities
for hearing research.

Prof. Dr. Volker Hohmann, who is based at Oldenburg
University, showed the group around his heaven for
auditory perception research. First, there was the
Gesture Lab, which is an almost-anechoic room used to
assess listening behaviour in people with and without
hearing aids. Second, there was the Virtual Reality Lab,
which was another very interesting room. Here, reallife environments such as the street, train station, or
living room are projected all around the participant,
simulating a highly natural and everyday-life situation.
Through motion trackers, head and eye movements
are measured, while the participant performs speech
perception tasks among several distracting sounds.
Impressed by these highly advanced research
techniques, the tour ended up in the so-called “Garden
of Hearing”, where all kinds of attributes explain how
human hearing works in a simple, child-like manner.
After the students had rediscovered their inner children,
it was time to head back to Groningen.
On Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon, it was time for
some action from the participants during the handson sessions. On both days, three practical sessions
of one hour each were scheduled, and participants
applied for the ones that they were most interested in.
Different skills included vocoding, stimulus calibration,
and eye-tracking, but also more statistical skills such as
multivariate analysis and growth curve analysis, as well
as neuroimaging techniques TMS and fNIRS. Despite
some unforeseen obstacles in some of the sessions,
participants seemed very enthusiastic about varying
the morning lectures with some practical exercises. The
neuroimaging techniques were especially popular and
inspired many students. Ah, the beauty of being in such
an interdisciplinary research field!
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Judging by the participants’ opinions, we can
confidently conclude that this first edition of the MAPS
Summer School was a success. The varied programme,
the passionate speakers, the practical sessions, and
the participants’ enormous involvement: it all turned
MAPS into an interesting, complete and valuable week
for anyone who is interested or involved in the field of
speech perception. Perhaps the most valuable insight
that MAPS gives, is that based on one’s educational
or scientific background, it is so easy to get caught up
in just your own perspective to speech perception.
Then, listening to all these inspiring lectures, having
discussions with researchers and fellow participants,
and attending the different poster pitches and
presentations actually makes you feel rather surprised
about the many different approaches there are to
speech perception – an invaluable eye-opener for every
researcher!
On the last two days, the afternoon programme was
focussed on the poster presentations that participants
were required to give. On Thursday, everyone tried
to awaken the enthusiasm of the audience through a
90-second poster pitch – which was quite a challenge
in such short time! On Friday, the actual poster session
took place in the Harmony Building. Wagner mentions
both the pitch session and poster session as two of
her highlights of MAPS. “The students were so very
well prepared!”, she smiles. And that was true, because
although the group was pretty exhausted by Friday
from the long days and busy schedule, everyone
presented their poster to their best and showed plenty
of interest in the posters of others. Thus, even to the
very last minute, people did not forget why they joined
MAPS: getting to know the multiple approaches to the
perception of speech.

So now, this leaves us with one last burning question:
Will MAPS be back next year? Anita immediately
responds, “Yes, definitely!” She adds: “Although we
would improve some things. For example, we would
involve more people in the organisation. Also, we would
make improvements to the hands-on sessions, because
we would like to provide participants with some more
time and opportunity to acquire the skills that were
offered. But, all in all, we will keep the format, and a
number of the MAPS lecturers and students said that
they definitely would like to come again, next year!”
■■ BY FLOOR ARTS
■■ PHOTOS BY MICHIEL HOOIVELD &
ROOS VAN DOORN

>>OPI N IONS ON MAPS…

>> “MAPS has been very useful at
this stage of my work. I liked the
hands-on. Plus, Groningen is such a
‘gezellig’ city!” – Maryann, Sweden
>> “So interesting to get the
perspectives of many different
disciplines. Turns out, we all have
similar questions!” – Veronica, USA
>> “A very enriching experience. It is
very useful to talk to people from the
same field of study and also with distant
fields to ours.” – Natasha, Spain
>> “I like the balance of serious
work and space for more casual
interactions. I have found the talks all
very interesting!” – Amy, Germany
>> “I really liked the introduction
to TMS – very much handson!” – Isabel, Belgium
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BCN
symposium:
an
impression
On June 21st and 22nd, BCN organised a
symposium on biological rhythms as part of the
30th international annual meeting of the Society
of Light Treatment and Biological Rhythms
(SLTBR). Speakers included Bill Schwartz, Samer
Hattar, Peter Meerlo and Robert Levitan. You can
find an interview with Bill Schwartz on page 20.
■■ PHOTOS BY SANDER MARTENS
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Chronicles of a Chronobiologist:
An Interview with William Schwartz

>> “When we enter
the sciences, we
may have this kind
of view of science,
about this kind
of people being
“objective”, people
working alone
on lab benches,
working with the
lights on them, but
it’s an intensely
social experience.”

William J. Schwartz, M.D., Ph.D. or ‘Bill’, as he refers to himself, is a neurologist and
chronobiologist with more than four decades of research on biological clocks. He is currently
a professor of Neurology at Dell Medical School and Integrative Biology (College of Natural
Sciences) at The University of Texas at Austin, in addition to being the editor-in-chief of the
Journal of Biological Rhythms. On the 21st of last June, he gave a presentation on “Publish or
Perish” at the 30th Annual Meeting of the Society for Light Treatment and Biological Rhythms
(SLTBR) and BCN Annual Symposium, where he discussed the struggles of the “trades” of
scientific publication. The presentation exhibited Bill’s mastery of the subject and character
that can only be shown after unexpected challenges, like in the case of Bill, a pair of broken
glasses.

S: First of all, thank you for your great
presentation, “Publish and Perish”. I think
everyone enjoyed it. Now, please tell us, what is
your relationship with Groningen and the SLTBR
(Society for Research on Biological Rhythms)?
W: Well, I was Baerends Chair at the University of
Groningen in 2008, and, as you know, circadian biology
has been very strong in Groningen for decades. I have
the privilege of knowing many scientists and colleagues
here, and being on visits, Dr. Gordijn asked me if I would
join this SLTBR 30th anniversary, which is a great event.

S: What inspired your presentation “Publish or
Perish”?
W: I think being the editor of a specialty journal – The
Journal of Biological Rhythms – the official journal of
the SRBR. Often society journals employ editors who
have been in the field for decades, like in my case
(chuckles). The advantage to that, of course, is that one
has a perspective of the field, one knows many of the
authors, many of the reviewers, and one can actually

make decisions because one has some sense of the
subject in matter. Even if it’s in circadian biology, where
the subject ranges from microbiology to psychiatry,
one has a sense of it. And so the job is really “tell
about”, as I said for the Journal of Biological Rhythms:
“my aim is a business class experience for authors and
reviewers” and by that it means that you know that we
make decisions, quickly, and we don’t send over and
over again to several reviewers. I can decide after some
reviews, and so I am really there to help people in the
field, our community.

S: I felt that the presentation was filling the gaps
not so much in the scientific aspects but the social
aspects of scientific publication.
W: Well, you know, all of us, when we enter the sciences,
we may have this kind of view of science, about this
kind of people being “objective”, people working alone
on lab benches, working with the lights on them, but
it’s an intensely social experience. It’s really intense
socially, and no one really talks about it. The other

thing of course is your reputation in the field, how it
is slowly build over time, where we are questioned:
Are you a reliable member of the community? Are you
contributing? That kind of reputation takes decades
to build. Once you enter a field, it’s really for the longterm. Boy, those social aspects are critical.
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S: Having a good reputation in science is really
important and it’s invaluable to acknowledge it.
It is often missed by young starting scientists, who
don’t realize it. This makes me remember a part of
your presentation: “Think what kind of work you
want to publish or wait and make a better work”.
I guess you were referring to add more value and
not just to try and publish as much as one can.
W: It’s a balance, it’s tricky. You are right, you want the
work to stand out and be in good journal so that people
will see it. On the other hand, you have to publish it at
some point. Because, otherwise, it could go on sort of
forever, trying to make it perfect. That is not quite right
either. Another part is how important it is to attend
meetings, to participate, so people can meet you oneon-one. That’s why it is important to make posters, to
present stuff, even though it is hard to just introduce
yourself, to be patient, because it takes time. It’s a
combination of people getting to know you, people
hearing you speak, and the quality of your work. There
is a saying that it takes ten years to achieve some level
of expertise on something. Whether you are a football
player or baseball player, or electrician or scientist, it
takes ten years. So, if you are older and thinking about
changing occupation, you have to make sure that you
are still going to live ten years more to achieve some
level of expertise.

S: It’s impressive how the scientific community is
critical to its members.
W: At least in the circadian community, my experience
is being pretty open in accepting new people, but
that’s not generally true, it’s not universal in all fields
of science. Originally, the circadian field was inhabited
by zoologists and botanists, and gradually there were
waves of people who entered, like for me, in the late
70s early 80s. That’s when neuroscientists got involved,
but since then it’s been photobiologists, molecular

biologists, microbiologists, psychiatrists, and so on.
They are all being incorporated into the field and
embraced, to make it bigger or more whole. There are
other fields that I know that are sort of more restrictive
of who can enter, and they tend to go in circles.

S: This is reflected in the circadian research
community. It’s getting stronger and more visible,
at least from my perspective. For example, the
last presentation of the SLTBR symposium was
about the manipulation of natural light in the
performance of office workers using a whole three
story building and adaptive curtains compared to
artificial light. They were using a state-of-the-art
building. I find it fascinating!
W: Well, in some sense, not only is the field getting
stronger, as you say, but it’s also being incorporated
into other fields. In that sense, an endocrinologist doing
circadian stuff is bringing it to endocrinology. It spreads
like that. So once circadian clocks and rhythms become
part of everybody’s toolkit, it will be part of biomedical
science.

S: I think that would be the goal. Returning to
one example that you gave in your presentation,
about the girl who struggles with the reviewer.
It was a hot topic with the audience. There
were several comments and questions among
professors, who pointed out the responsibility
of the reviewer, that sometimes they make it
unnecessarily difficult for the authors.
W: But that’s the editor’s job. That’s why they call it an
editor, and not a train switchman. The idea is that the
editor should have some expertise and experience to
be able to judge the authors and the reviewers and
make a final decision, which may not be a consensus.
For example, an editor of a specific journal, he read
one of my papers and he said, “Well, we have to send it

out for review”. He got some reviews back and some of
them were good, so he said, “We need another one”. He
was editing; he was making a decision about the paper.
The problem now with high impact journals is that the
editors are not experts in every multidisciplinary field,
so it’s true the reviewer has to behave according to their
responsibilities and capabilities, that’s the editor’s job.

S: I agree as well. That’s why I enjoyed the advice
about how to “help” the reviewers, by sending a
letter or an email with sufficient information for
the reviewer to make a decision, even if it’s a bit
too much information.
W: I thought about it, when I was saying it. It’s sort of
the general issue of just asking questions; keep asking
questions.

S: That was one of your take-home messages,
wasn’t it?
W: That was an interesting case study, and I think
the editor was a slave to the process and didn’t ask
questions to the author for help. So, when the author
asks crazy questions, such as “If my data disagree with
other research, is it not allowed to be published?”, in a
sort of naïve way, it’s more effective than yelling.

S: It also highlights that the editors and reviewers
are people, and to address them also as people,
not just as slaves. For me, there is just one more
thing to say: thank you for the interview.
W: You are welcome, and keep asking questions.
■■ PHOTO AND TEXT BY
SEBASTIÁN A. BALART SÁNCHEZ
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Mindwise: Dealing with
The Numbers Game
People who give you a university job after your
PhD care a lot about numbers. To be precise:
the number of papers you have published and
the amount of money that you have obtained.
According to many, this numbers game is unfair
and is not the way that science should work.
And I agree. It feels unfair – quality should
matter most, not quantity. Many scientists
feel this way, and for many years, many have
been saying that it should change. But it has
not. And by now, after completing my PhD,
writing many grant applications and sitting in
a job application committee myself, I think I
understand why it hasn’t changed. I want to
share this understanding with you, and give you
ideas on how to deal with the numbers game.

>> “It feels unfair”

Why does the numbers game exist?
First of all, the numbers game is not a result of
evil intentions. Your job application committee
or grant review committee are not heartless
number lovers who do not care about quality.
Quite the opposite, these committees consist of
hard-working, very serious scientists, who want
to use the most objective criteria to select the

best candidates. However, these same scientists
also have too little time to read your papers, or
even your application letter, and thus to judge
your true quality. Moreover, scientists often
participate in such committees in their spare
time, in their evenings, in their weekend and
even in their holiday, as they are not allotted
time for these endeavors within their regular
duties. So, they try to be as efficient as possible.
When it comes to judging job applications, it is
very efficient to look at 1) how long the list of
publications is, 2) whether the journal names
look like they have a high-impact score and 3)
how much cash you have obtained. Numbers,
numbers, numbers…
Secondly, larger systems keep the numbers
game going. It is not only kept alive by the
scientists who are directly involved in selecting
young scientists. There are also visitation
committees, people who come and visit the
university and judge each department’s worth.
What criteria do they use? You’ve probably
guessed it – the number of published papers
and the amount of cash obtained. And this
judgement has real-life consequences; jobs are
at stake. When the time comes for cutbacks and
reorganizations, the low-scoring departments
are the first to take a hit, or to be kicked out
entirely. Again, I believe that these are not
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heartless number lovers at work, but a system
in search for an honest, objective way, to divide
scarce resources.

>> “Scientist just have too many
tasks, and need to get more
time for research activities”

In addition, to me, it seems that scientist just
have too many tasks, and need to get more time
for research activities. This costs money, and
getting more money for research is not easy. In
fact, over the past years, Dutch universities have
been completely cut-off from direct research
funding by the government, and only get paid
for teaching. The money for research needs to
come from external grants. People who give
you these grants have their own ideas about
how their money should be spent – this usually
does not involve funding your regular research
activities.

Bad consequences
So even though the numbers game is difficult to
change because it is rooted in good intentions
and larger systems that keep it going, we
need to keep pushing for systemic solutions
because it has some bad consequences. High
work pressure – something that scientists keep
complaining about – is one consequence (also
see here). Another one, even worse if you ask me,
is that it challenges scientific quality and novelty.
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Quality and novelty take time. But spending
much time on one thing is a big no-no in the
numbers game – it gives you zero points for it.
In fact, the game’s highest rewards go to writing
many, fast-food type of papers, on hot items,
generating easily forgettable knowledge.
But is this what you became a scientist for? Why
did you start? Did you want to make a change?
Did you want to create novel, high quality
knowledge? Then here’s a heads up – don’t
become too fanatic in playing the numbers
game. Such motives of high quality do not
fit with well with generating large quantities.
However, as I am sure everyone agrees, goals
of quality and novelty are important to strive
for. After all, we are not playing a game. We’re
responsible for scientific progress, for the way
that we understand reality. People will base
their actions on the knowledge we generate. We
must be thoughtful about what it is that we are
doing, and we must actively focus on guarding
quality and novelty. So, keep asking yourself:
what am I actually doing, what do I really want
to achieve, and are my actions in line with my
core values and goals?
After all, we are not playing a game. We’re
responsible for scientific progress, for the way
that we understand reality.
In the meantime, the system as it is will not allow
you to focus solely on quality and novelty. If
you want to stay in academia, you do also need
to have the numbers. Balancing the numbers
while doing something truly meaningful can

be challenging. I think there is no true and easy
solution to navigate this tension, I haven’t found
one at least. For me, it’s an ongoing struggle.
In my experience, one thing that helps in
navigating this and dealing with the numbers
game is to learn to generate high quality in a
short amount of time.

How to deal with the numbers game?
As concrete advice to starting academics,
this means that you must become very
good at writing. Writing helps develop your
reasoning. And of course, well-written pieces
are the foundation of publications and grant
applications – the stuff you will be judged for.
So, start early on in your PhD with writing,
and make sure you reserve plenty of time for
it. Find good writers to collaborate with and
learn from them. Prioritize writing and do it a
lot. Other things always seem more important
at any given moment: students who needed
feedback yesterday, grading that has to be done
by tonight, presentations you need to give
tomorrow. And these things are important, but
writing is more important. When you become
really good at writing, you play the numbers
game and create scientific quality and novelty.
Thus, really good writing skills means you have a
chance to have it all.
I will leave you with a few fast-food yet
meaningful take-home messages.
• The numbers game is not evil, but a
consequence of hard-working people trying
to do the right thing.

• The numbers game is hard to change, it will
probably not be stopped anytime soon.
• You best learn how to play the number’s
game, without losing your core values in the
process.
• My advice to deal with the numbers game,
as an individual, is to prioritize writing and
become very good at it so you can have both
the numbers and the quality.
Or start a revolution, change the system, and
somehow stop the numbers game. I don’t know
how. But this seems more of a solution than just
dealing with it.
■■ BY MANDY VAN DE GA AG
I L LU S T R AT I V E P H O TO BY S A N D E R
MARTENS

Originally published by Mindwise
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The Universe, Life and Everything…:
Dialogues on our Changing Understanding of Reality
Sarah Durston is a professor at the Univerity Medical Center Utrecht. She is the head of the
NICHE (Neuro-Imaging in Childhood) lab in the Department of Psychiatry. Her work centers on
developmental disorders, including ADHD and autism, focusing on the biological pathways
involved in their development. Her group is keen on understanding these pathways by
underpinning the relationship between genetic susceptibility and neurobiological measures,
as well as the relationship between neurobiological measures and cognitive deficits.
Recently, she co-authored the book The Universe, Life and Everything…: Dialogues on our
Changing Understanding of Reality, which presents a different perspective on how we should
approach science and the emerging paradigm shift in different scientific fields. The book
is engaging, employing a nonchalant tone, yet appealing to the reader regardless of their
scientific background. The book presents interesting ideas about debatable issues that make a
good topic of conversation. Furthermore, the authors bring to the floor interesting questions
about how we have approached science and how we should go on from now. The book is
available in open access through http://oapen.org/search?identifier=637920. The following
questions were answered by Sarah for this book review:

Who is the target audience of this book?
I wrote the book with co-author Ton Baggerman, a
psychotherapist. We wrote it for anybody with an
interest in science really. We were introduced to each
other because we were each asking similar questions
about neuroscience (generally) and psychiatry (more
specifically). We met a number of times and had
stimulating discussions about what we felt were the
shortcomings in the field. We were both reading widely
on this and related topics and discovered that there
were other scientific fields where scientists were also
questioning the reigning paradigms. This led to the idea
of seeking out these people to hear about the paradigm
shift in their respective fields, and ultimately to the
dialogues that constitute this book.

What advantages do you see in writing a book in
a dialogue format?
We chose a dialogue format because we wanted to
allow our dialogue partners to speak for themselves,
rather than to try to transcribe the points they were
making. Also, a dialogue makes for a livelier read than a
monologue by the authors. In talking to the people in
the book, it was striking how similar what they had to
say on the paradigm shift was, despite the wide range
of fields they are from, from quantum and theoretical
physics to economy and political sciences. That is what
ultimately convinced me to bring the project to its
completion and spend the second half of my sabbatical
at the Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study (NIAS)
in 2016/2017 finishing the book. It turned out to be

quite an undertaking, because having a chapter for
each dialogue would have been boring, given the
similarities between the points made, so I had to
restructure it entirely.

You state, “The goal of this book is to sketch
a picture of what this new, connected worldview might look like”. in this regard, how do the
perspectives of reality provided by social sciences,
natural sciences and formal sciences help in
solving current scientific problems?
The dialogues point out some places where our
reigning scientific paradigm of reductionist materialism
falls short and simply does not provide sufficient
answers, such as consciousness and modern physics.
The problem, I think, relates to the issue that we all
still tend to have Descartes’ tree in our head as a way
of thinking about a hierarchy among the sciences.
The trunk of the tree represents physics, the most
fundamental of the sciences, and the other sciences
branch off from it, with chemistry considered closer
to the trunk than biology, for example, and biology
considered closer and therefore more fundamental
than the social sciences. The formal sciences come into
this scheme as supportive, providing the mathematical
and logical basis that all sciences are ultimately built
on. Now, this is a model of thinking about science that
has been useful and allows for the less fundamental
sciences to borrow (models, maths, logic) from the
more fundamental ones. However, it is hierarchical, as is
reflected by a tendency to consider social science and
the arts as somehow “softer” than more fundamental

>> “It was striking
how similar what
they had to say
on the paradigm
shift was, despite
the wide range
of fields they
are from, from
quantum and
theoretical
physics to
economy and
political sciences”
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sciences. Furthermore, we have forgotten that the
tree has roots and that these roots are the philosophy
behind (beneath) our science that preaches materialism
and a hierarchical order. One thing that is changing in
our (scientific) paradigm is that we are coming to realize
that there is not a “natural order” of the sciences, where
some are more fundamental than others, but rather that
fundamental sciences can also learn from the so-called
softer ones. I like to cite Alex Wendt, who said that he
didn’t understand quantum mechanics until he realized
that essentially these quantum systems were behaving
like people, and therefore interacting. Thinking about
it that way helped him get a handle on it. And quite
concretely: we know from the work of Bruno Latour and
colleagues that science is a human endeavor. Scientists
make mistakes, can have alternative motives, and
even when they engage fully in an honest attempt to
deliver honest science, at the end of the day we have
to interpret our data. Science is all about the people
that do it. So, fundamental, social and formal sciences
should look to and learn from each other. Ultimately, we
need to let go of the idea of a scientific hierarchy and
use these approaches in a reciprocal way.

What factors do you think make scientists
reluctant to change how they think?
Thomas Kuhn wrote a seminal book on this back in
1962, entitled The structure of scientific revolutions. It
is a classic and still in print today. In it, he argues that
scientific progress is not made in a gradual, continuous
and incremental fashion. Rather, science proceeds
through revolutions, when the accumulation of
anomalies (i.e., data that do not fit the reigning model)
leads to paradigm shifts. Crucially, he argued that it is
not only the accruement of anomalies that set off the
revolution, but rather the promise of the new paradigm
for solving old problems. He brought sociology into
the mix early on, you might say, and he described quite

clearly that these revolutions also involve resistance
from the science establishment. The more time and
effort you have invested in scientific training and
building a scientific career within the context of a ruling
paradigm, the more evidence you are going to want to
see that is wrong before you are prepared to change
your thinking. It is, however, what I think is happening
now, and what persuaded me to finish the book. We are
seeing a shift in thinking in a number of scientific fields
simultaneously, and the direction of the shift is similar.
To me, that suggests we may be in the process of a
scientific revolution in Kuhn’s sense of the word.

At what stage of our academic formation should
interdisciplinary perspectives regarding problemsolving and critical thinking be introduced?
When you go back to the origins of the modern
sciences, great thinkers like Descartes were predisciplinary: they considered the nature of reality from
an overarching perspective. From those beginnings
came what we now consider to be our scientific
disciplines, and even those are not carved in stone. New
fields arise all the time through interactions between
existing ones. Consider for example the field of
quantum biology that is arising through the discovery
that quantum processes play a role in certain biological
processes. As such, I think being truly monodisciplinary
is an outdated idea that stands in the way of scientific
progress. We all need to be able to look over the
boundaries of our own fields, and reflect critically on
those boundaries. Therefore, students need to be
introduced to this sort of thinking very early on in their
training. And that also includes teaching them to think
critically about the philosophy of the discipline they
are studying – what are the assumptions underlying it?
These are questions we need to learn to ask early on.
And besides, it’s fun to think about what you think you
know but actually don’t.

What is your opinion about the ideal composition
of research groups? Could multidisciplinary and
multicultural groups help change how we view
reality in science?
Well, given my reply to the last question, it will come
as no surprise that I feel that multi-disciplinarity is
important for any research group. But I like the point
about culture too: we are all raised within a certain
cultural context that colors the way we perceive reality,
including science. This is simply part of our cultural
baggage and is something we are not usually aware
of. It can sometimes lead to clashes in the workplace
if cultural norms and expectations are inadvertently
violated. This is of course no different than would
happen in any other workplace environment and is part
of the sociology of science practice. However, if you can
make this kind of process explicit and address it, having
cultural diversity in a research group also offers great
opportunities to look at a problem from a multitude
of angles and thus get a better grip on it. It illustrates
that science is only as good as the people who do it,
and after all: we do it together. We, people, are social
animals and we need to use that to address the nature
of our reality that, ultimately, we are creating.
■■ BY JAIME MONDRAGON
■■ PHOTO BY CHRIS TIMMERS
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From the Boardroom
On Tuesday, June 19, the NWO Advisory Group
Brain, Cognition, Behaviour and its coordinator Rob
Heinsbroek visited Groningen by invitation from BCN’s
academic director, Robert Schoevers, who is also a
member of the group. The meeting was a success and
served to highlight potential research contributions
by BCN. Several presentations by BCN members were
scheduled and the Advisory Group showed a keen
interest in those topics.
Jean-Christophe Billeter made a list of students from
the BCN Research Master who obtained a PhD position
during the past year. The list can be found on the
website (https://www.rug.nl/masters/behavioural-andcognitive-neurosciences-research/programme).
As a result of a successful visit to Uppsala by Robert
Schoevers, Berry Kremer, and Michiel Hooiveld, a
position paper has been written for the cluster Ageing
Brain of U4 (the universities of Gent, Göttingen,
Groningen, and Uppsala). The paper recommends the
continuation and extension of existing initiatives in
the area of research and education with the aid of ITN
(Innovative Training Networks) grants and individual
research fellowships available within the MarieSklodowska-Curie programme. The objective

of the Innovative Training Networks is to train a new
generation of creative, entrepreneurial and innovative
early-stage researchers, who are able to face current
and future challenges and to transfer knowledge.
The next BCN Winter Meeting will take place on
Thursday, February 7, 2019 and will be organised by
the BCN Office together with Bart Koopman from
the University of Twente. It has not been decided yet
whether the meeting will take place in Groningen or in
Enschede.
■■ BY FRANS ZWARTS
■■ PH OTO BY E L M E R SPA ARGAR E N
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A good year: An interview with
Marie-José van Tol
Marie-José van Tol is an assistant professor in the Cognitive Neuroscience Center of the
Department of Neuroscience at the UMCG. She is neuropsychologist with a strong interest
in the neurocognitive basis of affective abnormalities occurring in psychiatric disorders.
Her current research interests include the neurocognitive predictors and consequences of
psychiatric disorders and their course, the effects and predictors of success of treatments
aimed at alleviating/preventing psychiatric disorders and specific symptoms, and the basal
underpinnings of psychiatric symptoms. After receiving a VENI grant and a Hersenstichting
Fellowship in 2014, she won the Early Career Award from the International Neuropsychological
Society in February this year, and she has just been awarded with the prestigious Heineken
Young Scientist Award for the field of social sciences. Time for a beer and some good advice!

Could you tell us how did your interest in cognitive
neurosciences and psychiatric disorders come
about?
What got me interested in psychology was my interest
in people who were resilient to the development of
psychological or psychiatric disorder like depression,
anxiety disorder, and schizophrenia, even after being
exposed to certain predisposing factors or having
genetic vulnerabilities. I have always been fascinated
by this variability among people. I started studying
psychology in an attempt to try to understand how
and why people behaved a certain way in particular
situations.
Later in my academic formation, I began to be
interested in the relationship between brain and
behaviour, taking some courses in neuropsychology.

This got me interested in what happens to the brain
after enduring certain abuses, like severe stress or
a cerebrovascular accident, and how these events
affect behaviour, and more specifically emotions.
An important aim of cognitive neurosciences is to
understand the underlying mechanisms of certain
diseases; however, I am mainly interested in the risk,
prognostic and therapeutic factors that influence the
evolution of psychiatric disorders. I am very interested
in how we can modulate certain factors in order
to protect vulnerable patients from developing a
psychiatric disorder, such as depression.

What are the current challenges facing the field of
cognitive neurosciences regarding such cognitive
processes?
In my field, we run into the difficulty of classification
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of psychiatric problems. To date, psychiatric disorders
such as depression are diagnosed solely based on
the presentation of symptoms, and the classification
system allows for people to vary greatly in the type of
symptoms they experience. For example, while one
patient may suffer from a depressed mood, loss of
appetite, difficulties sleeping, concentration problems,
and feelings of worthlessness, another patient may
suffer from a depressed mood, lack of feelings of
pleasure, increased appetite, suicidal thoughts, and
psychomotoric slowing. This complicates the search
for neurobiological markers, as specific symptoms may
have specific neurobiological correlates. Replication
and reliability of the methods are also issues to be
addressed when working with psychiatric groups.
Some experimental paradigms work well in healthy
student populations, yet when they are administered
in clinical populations, results may differ and difficult to
interpret. The challenge now is to choose the right and
most appropriate outcome measure to understand the
phenomenon of interest.

What is your opinion on the technological
changes and developments in the last two
decades in the field of cognitive neurosciences?
First, we need to understand that neuroimaging
techniques are methods to study certain brain
phenomena and that these techniques have their
limitations. The way we have to approach choosing an
imaging technique is to first think of the question we
want to answer and then chose the best method and
type of analysis that will accomplish this. To answer
the question, I think the technological advances have
been very limited in the last ten years in neuroimaging.

Although there have been technological advances
in computational power, the biggest changes and
advances in the field of cognitive neurosciences
have been in theory and in the type of analysis being
performed. Cognitive neuroscientists have always
been very diverse, yet the field has become more
interdisciplinary as it has incorporated fields like
artificial intelligence and bioinformatics.

What has been your experience so far in your
career in academia?
Before going into academia, I worked as a
neuropsychologist in a clinic for demented elderly,
where I advised the patients, their families and the
staff about the therapeutic strategies to manage their
cognitive deficits and educated them about how
these deficits affected the patients’ behaviour. I really
liked the clinical work but was more interested in the
mechanisms underlying these behavioural changes.
I find the constant questioning of phenomena and
pursuit of those answers the most rewarding aspect
of academia. It was after my experience as a clinical
neuropsychologist when I decided that pursuing a
career in research was what I wanted.
At that time, I wasn’t fully convinced that I could get
a Ph.D. position. During the time I was working on
my master’s thesis, I really enjoyed the academic
and research environment. I was not aware of how
competitive it is to begin a career in academia, but I
was fortunate to – quite coincidently – encounter an
opportunity for a Ph.D. position in the field of cognitive
neuroscience. I had a really good start to my academic
career because I was very interested in the project and

my supervisors and I were a good match.

What are some of the personality traits that you
consider essential for a young researcher to have
in order to thrive in a competitive academic field?
The beauty of working in science is that there is room
for all types of personalities. Diversity is important.
Personally, my curiosity and my drive to constantly
question things bode well in the scientific research
field. I easily look up to people and easily get impressed
with what they have accomplished. During my Ph.D.
training, I found myself comparing myself and my work
to how others were and to what others were doing.
I came to the realization that we all have different
projects, qualities, and backgrounds. Moreover, I
realized that these comparisons are not useful and that
the only thing you need to think about is what you are
doing and how you are doing it. A career in academia
gives you an opportunity to know what your personal
strengths and weaknesses are.

What advice would you give to a young scientist
who is interested in pursuing a career in
academia?
I would advise young researchers to master different
sets of skills during their education. These skills can
center on academic research, like a certain type of
analysis or a certain type of process, but it helps if they
can be applied outside academia. In my opinion, having
this interdisciplinary (or monodisciplinary) mastery
gives you some certainty and a peace of mind that you
have specific skills that you can be proud of. Pursuing a
Ph.D. degree can be a very humbling experience, as you
are trying to expand the limits of knowledge, and this is
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at times not easily attainable. I would advise all young
researchers to surround themselves with smart and kind
people with integrity who allow you to grow both as a
person and as a scientist. On a personal level, the goal
of Ph.D. training is to learn to work as an independent
scientist; however, at the same time, you should be able
to work as part of a team. I really like the Dutch term
“proeve van bekwaamheid”, i.e. proof of competence,
where you must display that you have gained the
knowledge of the scientific process necessary to work
as an independent scientist and have the ability to
apply the scientific method to your ideas.
As a young scientist, you should like the research
process. Science and scientific research is about the
process, of course, results are the outcome by which
our performance is assessed, but part of the scientific
process is to be wrong sometimes. I would advise
young scientists to keep an open mind about the
theories they are learning. You never want to get
married to a certain theory, since part of the scientific
process involves theories and ideas changing over time.
■■ BY JAIME MONDRAGON
■■ PHOTOS BY SANDER MARTENS

>> “On a personal level, the goal
of Ph.D. training is to learn to
work as an independent scientist...
at the same time, you should be
able to work as part of a team”
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>>G E R BE N RU ESI N K

After this summer break, I am going to start my second year of the BCN master’s degree programme.
While I have always been interested in human behaviour, I got attracted to neuroscience specifically
during my bachelor studies in Human Movement Sciences. I particularly enjoyed the courses in
Human Neuroanatomy in the dissection room of the UMCG—so much, in fact, that I never left. First,
I stuck around as a teaching assistant, which I still am to this day. Then my attention was caught by a
very specific area of neuroscience that the head of the UMCG’s Anatomy section Janniko Georgiadis
specializes in: human sexual behaviour. What really amazed me is that despite the major influence sex
has on our daily lives, we still understand so little about all the different ways which sex acts on and in
the brain. That’s why I am currently studying sexual arousal in the human brain, preferably using not
only behavioural measurements, but neurophysiological data as well.
If you are not so keen on chatting about sex with me, I also love talking about theories of consciousness,
AI, music (especially if you’re a drummer like me) and hiking. I hope that this newsletter offers me the
opportunity to meet new inspiring people and hopefully sharpen my writing skills in the process. As for
now, I’m off to Iceland for my summer vacation. Kveðja!
■■ PHOTO BY SANDER MARTENS
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U4 Ageing Brain Meeting – Uppsala, Sweden
In 2008, the U4 University Network (universities of Göttingen, Uppsala, Ghent and Groningen)
joined forces to booster initiatives in research and education and to stimulate student and
staff exchange. Two years later, the Medicine & Pharmacy cluster adopted ‘Healthy Ageing Ageing Brain’ as one of their research focuses of interest. The initial aims of U4’s Ageing Brain
network were to create a network that could successfully compete for European research
grants and that would create an inspiring international environment for master’s and PhD
students.
To evaluate previous performance and develop new,
future strategies for the U4 Ageing Brain Network for
the next five years, Uppsala University organized a
two-day workshop on the 8th and 9th of May 2018, in
Uppsala, Sweden.
So far, seven joint PhD projects have been set up by the
network (funded by the four U4 universities). Five of the
seven students have successfully defended their theses
and one is approaching completion.
Since 2012, the network has been hosting an annual
U4 Summer Schools Ageing Brain summer school in
one of the four cities. The aim of the summer schools
has been to educate a new generation of researchers
in neuroscience and to complement their training with
soft skills in entrepreneurship and innovation, areas
that are also key for tackling the challenges of human
ageing. The Ageing Brain summer schools (six in total)
have been very well received, with highly positive
evaluations from the students, and have received a EIT
Health grant in 2016. The Department of Neurology of
the University Medical Center in Göttingen will host
the next Ageing Brain Summer School (“Clinical and
Translational Neuroscience”) from the 27th to the 31st of
August 2018, in Göttingen (Germany).

Over the past years, the collaboration has also led to
four joint European H2020 grant applications, but due
to the fierce competition with the EU arena, these have
not been funded.
Based on extensive discussion, the U4 Ageing Brain
Network came to the conclusion that, given the huge
societal impact of brain ageing, the Ageing Brain
mission remains unequivocally important.
However, in order to become more successful, the
network will have to expand to other groups and
investigators within and outside the U4 universities.
The focus of the collaboration will be to continue
and intensify the training of students as well as the
exchange of both students and staff between the U4
universities. The network will also continue to organize
annual summer schools and pursue attempts to obtain
joint research funding from the EU.
Also see: http://www.u4network.eu/
■■ PHOTOS AND TEXT BY MICHIEL HOOIVELD
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Dear BCN community – This is your PhD Council
In the last few months before summer, we
worked to make your PhD life even better. For
instance, we have been in close contact with
the people responsible for the new Career
Perspectives track on preparing for nonacademic careers (see also our other article
in this issue). We have also been working on
improving the BCN Statistics Course. In April, we
organized a Kingsday-themed borrel (i.e., drinks
in Dutch). We were very happy to see many of
you guys there – of course, in orange!
Alongside our activities, we also want to

announce that Nafiseh Ghazanfari joined the
group. Our current structure, including new
members is shown in the pictures.
If you have suggestions for social/educational
activities or speakers you want to invite (for e.g.,
seminars or master classes), or if you have any
general concerns about current policy, don’t
hesitate to send us an email:
bcnphdcouncil@list.rug.nl
See you at our next activity!
Sincerely, Your PhD Council

Stefan Huijser
(Chair)

Nafiseh
Ghazanfari

Artificial
Intelligence
& Cognitive
Engineering,
FSE

Nuclear Medicine
and Molecular
Imaging, UMCG

Mayra Bittencourt
Villalpando
Neurology,
UMCG

Rodrigo Moraga
Amaro
Nuclear Medicine
and Molecular
Imaging,
UMCG

BCN Kingsday Borrel

Sebastián Balart
Sánchez
Neurology,
UMCG

Mila Roozen
GELIFES –
Groningen
Institute for
Evolutionary Life
Sciences,
FSE
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>>BE N’S CO LUM N ON

statistics, open access, and peer review
“If you set alpha at 0.05, you have 95% chance of
negative findings. I think that is why scientists should
have patience and wait for the 5% that does work.” Is
that science? Is research a trial-and-error endeavour and
are all findings just by chance? Or even worse: is socalled progress the result of chasing after type-1 errors?
The quote – completely out of context – comes from Iris
Sommer in BCN Newsletter 110, and of course she didn’t
mean this literally. But what is the research practice
behind this?
An alpha of .05 means there is a 5% chance that a
sample difference or effect is significant if there
is – in the population or in reality – no difference or
effect at all. That is called a false positive and is not
an event one wants to wait for. However, Bonferroni
is strengthened by a publication bias in that studies
with significant results have a much higher chance
to get published than null results. This world-wide
tendency to chase after type-1 errors is strengthened

What are the answers of the scientific
community?

and their confidence intervals has been advocated as
a panacea for the statistical ritual of null-hypothesis
testing, but recently Davidson (2018) argued that
any “mechanical objectivity” conflates “the use of
a method with the obtainment of truth” (Davidon,
2018, p.1). The American Statistical Association argued
along the same line, stating that “[no] single index
should substitute for scientific reasoning” (Pek & Flora,
2018, p.208). Second, compensate for the positive
publication bias. Underreporting of negative results
introduces bias in meta-analyses, and as a consequence
misinforms researchers, doctors and policymakers,
and leads to repetition of failure (Mlinaric, Horvat,
& Supak Smolcic, 2017). The European College of
Neuropsychopharmacology (ECNP) offers a reward of
€ 10.000 for the publication of a methodologically
sound study in their field that yielded negative results.

First of all, contest the overemphasis on statistical
significance and p values. The reporting of effect sizes

But, most importantly and most sustainable, open
science and open access are the answer to any

even further by the publication pressure researchers
experience. Joeri Tijdink et al. (2017) describes a new
psychiatric syndrome as a result of this pressure:
Publiphilia Impactfactorius (PI). In a web survey, 537
active biomedical scientists (65% response rate)
identified three personality clusters: “perfectionist”,
the “ideal son-in-law” and the “sneaky grandiose”. The
latter cluster showed a consistent set of (subclinical)
personality traits, such as narcissism, psychopathy and
Machiavellianism, that are indicative of the presence
of a mental disorder. Among the “sneaky grandiose”
are those suffering from this psychiatric condition PI,
characterized by pathological preoccupation with
publishing and being cited.
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publication bias. Good progress is being made in
this respect, and the Netherlands Organization for
Scientific Research (NWO) as well as the Association of
Universities in the Netherlands (VSNU) are forerunners
on this dossier in Europe. Some ten years ago, NWO
offered grants to start open access journals or transfer
existing journals to open access. One of the results
is the Dutch journal Stem-, Spraak- en Taalpathologie
(SSTP; Voice, Speech and Language Pathology). It is
hosted by the University of Groningen Library, making
publications available for the 12.000 Dutch (or Flemish)
speaking speech-language pathologists, instead of
the 400 subscription holders before. (An additional
advantage is that for authors there is the guarantee
they reach their audience.) Also, NWO offered, until
recently, to cover the so-called article publication
charges (APC) authors need to pay for OA publications.

the condition that the publishers will make their articles
available in open access.

Earlier this year, Karel Luyben, former Delft University of
Technology Rector, was appointed national coordinator
for Open Science by the steering group of the National
Platform Open Science. The Netherlands is known as a
pioneer in this field in Europe. Their ambition is that by
2020 all scientific articles are freely accessible, research
data is optimally available for reuse and researchers
are valued and rewarded for sharing research data and
results. And finally, this summer, the VSNU reached an
agreement with Springer Nature and Taylor & Francis
about renewal of subscriptions for academic journals on

Davidson, I. J. (2018). The ouroboros of psychological methodology:

Pek, J., & Flora, D. B. (2018). Reporting effect sizes in original
psychological research: A discussion and tutorial. Psychological
Methods, 23(2), 208-225.

Thus, the Dutch Universities (VSNU) and NWO are
doing well and take the lead in Europe to support open
science and foster replication studies. At the same time,
beware of the mafia. This summer, van Calmthout (2018)
reported in De Volkskrant that thousands of decent
academics, among them prominent Dutch researchers,
have been trapped by most dubious conference
organizations and publishers like WASET and OMICS.
These types of entities charge quite a bit of money
to get a platform for oral presentation or publication,
without any peer-reviewing or other form of quality
control.

SSTP. https://sstp.nl/
Tijdink, J. K., Smulders, Y. M., & Bouter, L. M. (2017). Publiphilia
impactfactorius: A new psychiatric syndrome among biomedical
scientists? PeerJ Preprints [Not Peer-Reviewed]. doi: 10.7287/peerj.
preprints.3347v1
van Calmthout, M. (2018, August 8). Hoe vooraanstaande
onderzoekers bij nepuitgevers belanden. De Volkskrant. Retrieved
from: https://www.volkskrant.nl/wetenschap/-onderzoekers-zijnte-veel-gefocust-op-publiceren-~b2817528/
VSNU. https://www.vsnu.nl/en_GB

■■ BY BEN MAASSEN

The case of effect sizes (mechanical objectivity vs. expertise).
Review of General Psychology. Advance online publication. doi
10.1037/gpr0000154
ECNP. https://www.ecnp.eu/about-ecnp/our-aims-and-objectives.
aspx
Mlinaric, A., Horvat, M., & Šupak Smolčić, V. (2017). Dealing with
the positive publication bias: Why you should really publish your
negative results. Biochemia Medica, 27(3), 030201.
Open Science Collaboration. (2015). Estimating the reproducibility
of psychological science. Science, 349(6251).

>> “Their
ambition is
that by 2020
all scientific
articles are freely
accessible…”
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Anna Leonte

Valeria Cernei

Sander Martens

Michiel Hooiveld
Terrin Tamati
Evelyn Kuiper-Drenth
Nena Lejko

New staff writers wanted!
Gerben Reusink

Do you enjoy reading the Newsletter? If so, why not join
our enthusiastic editorial team and make it even better?
Regardless of whether you’re a master student or PhD student,
it’s a great way to expand your network, improve your English
writing skills, and be actively involved in BCN. Interested? Send
an e-mail to Sander Martens, sander.martens@gmail.com!

Jaime Mondragon

Elouise Koops

Timothy Sondej
Floor Arts

Sebastian Balart-Sanchez

Corne Hoekstra
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>>G R AN D STU FF

■■ P H O TO BY G E R H A R D TA ATG E N

Jabber with abandon with Martijn
Wieling at Lowlands Science
It is well known that alcohol consumption has a
negative impact on speech. S,o what happens
when you speak a foreign language? Research
suggests that the impact in this case is positive,
but it is unclear what happens inside the
mouth. Dr Martijn Wieling from the University
of Groningen will be using ultrasound to chart
festival-goers’ tongue movements.

Martijn Wieling receives Nvidia GPU
for interdisciplinary research project
Nvidia Corporation has awarded a Titan Xp
graphic card (GPU), with a value of around €
1300, to Martijn Wieling from the Computational
Linguistics research group in the Faculty of Arts.
These kind of GPUs can be used to make many
calculations at the same time.
www.rug.nl/let/organization/actueel/
nieuwsberichten-2018/martijn-wielingontvangt-nvidia-gpu-voor-interdisciplinaironderzoeksproject

■■ PHOTO BY RONALD ZIJLSTRA

Merel Keijzer receives Vidi grant
In a world that is rapidly ageing, research into
healthy ageing has a high priority. In this project
Merel Keijzer will research the effectiveness
of foreign language learning for healthy older
people and for those with mild cognitive
impairment and late-life depression.
www.rug.nl/news/2018/06/nine-ug-researchersreceive-vidi-grant

International paper award given to
Jorien Vugteveen for article about
predicting psychiatric diagnosis
https://www.rug.nl/gmw/psychology/news/
international-best-student-paper-award-jorienvugteveen
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>>G R AN D STU FF
Deniz Baskent nominated for
Huibregtsenprijs

€ 100.000 grant for MS Centrum
Noord Nederland

Deniz Baskent, professor of auditory perception
in the KNO department, is one of the six
nominees for the 2018 Huibregtsenprijs. The
prize is meant to highlight innovative research.
On October 8, 2018, the chair of the jury Wim
van Saarloos will announce the winner during
the Night of Science and Society.

With the research “Hoe ontstaat MS?”, the MS
Centrum Noord Nederland received a grant of €
100.000. The money is provided by the ‘Stichting
Klimmen tegen MS’.
They will use the money to complete research
on the very first changes of MS. The MS
Centrum Noord Nederland is a collaboration
of the Departments of Neurology in the UMCG
and the Martini Hospital, the Departments of
Neurosciences and Cell Biology in the UMCG and
the MS Vereniging Regio Groningen.

■■ PHOTO UMCG

2018 Betto Deelman prize for
Joke Spikman
Joke Spikman from the Department of
Neurology received the 2018 Betto Deelman
prize. She was awarded this prize because of her
excellent scientific contributions to the field of
neuropsychology.
http://intranet.umcg.nl/index.html

Best thesis prize for Alain Dekker
Brain researcher Alain Dekker of BCN will receive
the Wierenga-Rengerink prize for the PhD
student who wrote the best RUG dissertation of
the year. Alain will receive this prize for his thesis
“Down & Alzheimer: Behavioural biomarkers of
a forced marriage”, for which he was promoted
cum laude on November 15, 2017.

■■ PHOTO UMCG

Veni scholarship for UMCG brain
researcher Inge Holtman

Wim Veling and Richard Bruggeman
each get a € 5000 NWO grant

Inge Holtman from the Department of
Neurosciences will get a Veni scholarship of €
250.000 to do scientific research about the role
of immune cells of the brain with Alzheimer
disease.
https://www.nwo.nl/actueel/nieuws/2018/07/
nwo-veni-van-250.000-euro-voor-154onderzoekers.html

People with autism and psychotic diseases
often experience serious restrictions in social
functioning. Four research teams get a grant to
research which interventions are possible and
which treatment is most effective.
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>>PH D AN D OTH E R N EWS
Career Perspectives Series

BCN Poster Presentation

Agenda BCN Activities

The Career Perspectives Series are courses
organized by the Groningen Graduate Schools
to help PhD students consider their future career
goals. By following the Career Perspectives
Series, PhD candidates can develop their talents
and skills beyond research and discover the
various career possibilities awaiting them after
their PhD. Please check the website (https://
www.rug.nl/education/phd-programmes/phdscholarship-programme/career-perspectiveseries/) for the courses that are organized in
fall/winter. The BCN external course budget is
available for these courses.

BCN office is organizing the BCN Winter Meeting
outside of Groningen, so please mark February
7, 2019 from 8:00 till 18:00 in your agendas. The
BCN Poster Presentation is part of the Winter
Meeting. More information will follow soon.

September 7 & 28,
October 5 & 19,
November 2 & 16, 2018
BCN Orientation Course
September 26, 2018
BCN NIC symposium (Go to tinyurl.com/
nicsymposium to register for free.)

September 27, 2018
BCN PI Meeting (for senior BCN members)
November 21, 2018
BCN Human Neuroanatomy course starts
February 7, 2019
BCN Winter Meeting with BCN Poster
Presentation
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Cool links
Our brain literally dances to the beat.

https://neurosciencenews.com/bass-music-frequency-9703/

Brain plasticity personified. A boy missing brain areas supporting face recognition can
perceive faces normally.

https://www.cell.com/cell-reports/fulltext/S2211-1247(18)31041-6

Feeling is believing. Phantom limbs can make prosthetic limbs feel real.

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2018/08/180813133346.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YRF5sqx6seU

Scientists have built a beautifully colourful 3D model of a fruit fly brain and found a new
cell type.

https://www.iflscience.com/brain/scientists-have-built-a-3d-model-of-afruitfly-brain-and-it-is-a-glorious-rainbow-colored-masterpiece/

From https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=74&v=bg4sCFQfP2Y
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>>O R ATI O N S

O R A T I O N

J.M.C. van Dijk
T I T L E

The retrovisionary
C H A I R

Neurosurgery of
the ageing brain
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
D A T E

May 15, 2018
■■ PHOTO BY
JACOB WILKENS

The chair ‘Neurosurgery of the Ageing Brain’ is a
novel and innovative professorship that is fully
in line with Healthy Ageing, the key research
programme of the University of Groningen
and the University Medical Center. As such, the
university is a strategic partner in the European
Ageing Brain Network that has its primary focus
on the suboptimal functioning of the human
brain caused by age-related processes and
diseases (neurodegeneration). It is well known
that a healthy lifestyle is essential for longterm and high-end functioning of the brain,
particularly with regard to food, exercise and
intellectual challenges. However, at some point
targeted intervention is also critical for achieving
an optimal ageing process or to sustain
neurological function despite disease. This is
where neurosurgery can make the difference.
The main fields of interest of the chair
‘Neurosurgery of the Ageing Brain’ are
preventive and curative treatment of

neurovascular and neurodegenerative diseases.
Both topics are closely interrelated and
represent the past and the future. Neurosurgical
procedures for neurovascular disease date
back to the beginning of the 20th century,
but nowadays they are being rediscovered.
Functional neurosurgery or neuromodulation
to modify or to regulate degenerative processes
in the brain is increasingly popular. The
implantation of electrodes in the basal ganglia
for movement disorders, e.g. Parkinson’s
Disease, is widely recognized, but a range
of new and groundbreaking indications for
neuromodulation is being identified. Treatment
or modulation of societal issues such as epilepsy,
dementia, arterial hypertension, morbid obesity,
tinnitus, and psychiatric disorders might be well
within reach.
A retrovision is a foresight on the (near) future,
taking advantage of the lessons learned in the
past. The ageing brain is a perfect model for the
retrovisionary, in which scientific recollections
are the crucial fundamental for determining and
shaping the healthy horizon of neuroscience.

O R A T I O N

R. Bruggeman
T I T L E

The cognitive experiment and the psychiatry
C H A I R

Neuropsychiatry of psychotic diseases
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences

In his inaugural lecture, Lowie describes how
language acquisition is characterized by a
dynamic process that is strongly individual
and unpredictable. Evidence for this process
is found in the limited effect of grammar
instruction on communicative language use
and in longitudinal studies of second language
development.

D A T E

Languages can be learned, but
cannot be ‘taught’

May 22, 2018

O R A T I O N

W.M. Lowie
T I T L E

Learning before
you know it:
second language
learning as a
dynamic process
C H A I R

Applied linguistics
F A C U L T Y

Arts
■■ PHOTO BY
EVERAARTS

D A T E

This dynamic perspective of second language
acquisition has important implications for
language teaching. Perhaps the most important
conclusion is that languages can be learned,
but cannot be ‘taught’ in the traditional sense
of the word. Content based language use and
massive exposure to the second language,
combined with systematic support of the
individual language learner have a much better
chance of success in language acquisition than
grammar instruction in the traditional language
classroom. This conclusion calls for a new and
promising approach to language teaching in the
Netherlands.

May 29, 2018
■ ■ E V E LY N K U I P E R - D R E N T H , B A S E D

Although research convincingly shows the
complex and interactive nature of second
language acquisition, these findings are only
marginally applied to second language teaching
in the Netherlands. This is especially due to a
number of persistent assumptions. One of these
assumptions is that language acquisition is a
predictable process that is especially fostered by
the explanation of grammar rules.

ON PRESS REPORTS FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN
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>>BCN PROMOTIO NS
Challenges of diagnosing glaucoma
in myopic eyes: Characteristics and
determinants of the anatomical
structures relevant to glaucoma
P H D

S T U D E N T

K. Qiu
T H E S I S

Challenges of diagnosing glaucoma in myopic
eyes: Characteristics and determinants of the
anatomical structures relevant to glaucoma
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. N.M. Jansonius
Prof.dr. F.W. Cornelissen
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Myopia is a common condition in the world and
a major risk factor for glaucoma. Glaucoma is
a condition in which the optic nerve gradually
dies and the visual fields shrinks; irreversible
blindness may result if treatment is not initiated
on time. Diagnosing glaucoma in myopic people
is difficult because myopic eyes often have
anatomical features and visual field defects
that are very similar to the changes you may
observe in eyes with glaucoma. Therefore,
a detailed understanding of the anatomical
structures relevant to glaucoma is of great
importance. This thesis is entitled "Challenges in
diagnosing glaucoma in myopic eyes". The core
of the research is the OCT technique (optical
coherence tomography), a technique with
which the anatomy of the structures in the eye
can be studied in detail. Structures relevant to

glaucoma include the retinal nerve fiber layer
(RNFL) and the ganglion cell layer in the macula.
The RNFL involves both the thickness profile
around the optic nerve head (peripapillary RNFL,
the optic nerve head is where the nerve fibers
leave the eye and form the optic nerve) and
the trajectories of the nerve fiber bundles over
the retina. I found a number of characteristic
differences between myopia and glaucoma
that make it easier for the ophthalmologist to
make a good distinction between these two eye
diseases.
Kunliang Qiu (1981) studied medical sciences
and ophthalmology at the Shantou University
in China. His research fits within the research
line Perceptual and Cognitive Neuroscience
(PCN) of BCN-BRAIN of the UMC Groningen and
was financed by the Abel Tasman programme
of the University of Groningen. Qiu will work
as an ophthalmologist at the Joint Shantou
International Eye Center in his country of birth
China. He was promoted on April 23, 2018.

■■ P H O T O BY D E B BY DAU L AY

Cracking the code – Towards
understanding, diagnosing and
remediating dyslexia in Standard
Indonesian
P H D

S T U D E N T

L.E. Borleffs
T H E S I S

Cracking the code – Towards understanding,
diagnosing and remediating dyslexia in
Standard Indonesian
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. B.A.M. Maassen
Prof.dr. F. Zwarts
F A C U L T Y

Arts

Dyslexia is the most common learning disability
and occurs in all languages. The specific
orthography to be acquired, however, has
been identified as having a great impact on
the reading acquisition process and dyslexia.
Early identification of children who are at
risk of developing serious reading deficits
and the provision of effective support are of
great importance to break the vicious cycle of
negative learning experiences and minimize
the sequelae of developing or ongoing
reading disabilities. The past decades have
seen great advances in our understanding of
typical reading development and the causes
of deficits in the acquisition process. Yet, very
little research has been conducted into reading
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and spelling development in the languages
of Southeast Asia, among which is the highly
transparent Standard Indonesian language (SI;
spoken by over 160 million people). To the best
of our knowledge, prior to the PhD research,
neither a standardized assessment battery nor
a standardized intervention scheme had been
developed to identify students with or at risk of
developing dyslexia and to support struggling
readers in SI. Conducted in collaboration with
the University of North Sumatra (Indonesia)
and the University of Jyväskylä (Finland), the
general aims of this research were: 1) to gain
more insight into orthographic differences
between alphabetic languages and their
impact on reading and dyslexia, 2) to compose
a test battery to facilitate the assessment of
reading difficulties in young readers of SI, and
3) to develop an SI version of GraphoGame, a
computer-based reading intervention, and test
its effectiveness in first grade students.
Elisabeth Borleffs (1983) was promoted on
April 26, 2018.

■■ PHOTO BY RUBEN ANDRINGA

The effects of exposure to
environmental chemicals on child
development
P H D

S T U D E N T

S.A. Ledelay-Berghuis
T H E S I S

The effects of exposure to environmental
chemicals on child development
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. A.F. Bos
Prof.dr. P.J.J. Sauer
C O P R O M O T O R

Dr. G. Bocca
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Several chemical compounds are resistant to
degradation and end up in the food chain. One
group of these chemicals are polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs), i.e. used as plasticizers.
Although PCBs have been banned since
1985, 17 years later they were still detectable
in all pregnant women in our study. The
aim of this thesis was to determine whether

exposure to PCBs, and similar environmental
chemicals, during pregnancy is associated
with neurological and hormonal development
until adolescence. In our study, in which
healthy mother-child pairs participated, we
found that higher exposure to environmental
chemicals was associated with poorer motor
development at the age of 3 months. At 3,
18, and 30 months of age, we found both
negative and positive effects on neurological
development. Exposure to environmental
chemicals was also found to be both positively
and negatively related to motor and cognitive
outcomes during adolescence, although it
did not result in an abnormal development.
We also found that PCBs influence thyroid
hormone metabolism, essential for normal
brain development, during fetal life. A final
important finding was that higher exposure
to PCBs during pregnancy is associated with
advanced pubertal development in both boys
and girls. There is growing evidence that new
chemicals, like bisphenol A, also have endocrine
disrupting effects. Our finding that relatively
low exposure to environmental chemicals is
related to developmental outcomes as long as
13 to 15 years after exposure underscores the
importance of exercising extreme caution when
it comes to using existing chemicals and to
introducing new ones.
Sietske Berghuis (1989) studied medical
sciences at the University of Groningen. She did
her research at the Neonatology Department
of Paediatrics of the University Medical Center
Groningen (UMCG). Berghuis now works as
research scientist in the same hospital. She was
promoted on April 30, 2018.

PET/MR imaging of neoplastic and
inflammatory lesions
P H D

S T U D E N T

O.A. Catalano
T H E S I S

PET/MR imaging of neoplastic and inflammatory
lesions
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. A. Signore
Prof.dr. R.A.J.O. Dierckx
Prof.dr. B.R. Rosen
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
PET/MR constitutes an innovative hybrid
imaging technology that may take advantage
of the best strengths of each parent technology
and overcome some of their weakness when
standing alone. Although investigation of
PET/MR capabilities has just started, it seems
likely that it will play an increasing role in
oncologic and inflammatory imaging. At a
fraction of the radiation burden of PET/CT,
it is expected to provide a more accurate
staging of most solid organ malignancies. We
demonstrated that PET/MR improves staging
in a heterogeneous population of cancer
patients, leading to management change in
up to 18% of cases, as compared to same-day
PET/CT. We confirmed the improved staging
performance of PET/MR versus PET/CT both
in specific cancer populations, like breast and
colorectal, and in evaluating specific targets
of metastases, like bones in breast cancer.
However, using PET/MR only for staging is
reductive. In fact, the technology, coupling the
synchronous acquisition of several metabolic-
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The identification of cell nonautonomous roles of astrocytes in
neurodegeneration

functional parameters from PET and MR, with
an ideal spatiotemporal matching and a high
soft tissue contrast morphologic layout, can
investigate the histology and molecular biology
of inflammation and cancers, predicting, for
example, the phenotype of breast cancer
patients, discriminating purely fibrotic strictures
in Crohn disease and assessing for active
inflammation, with higher accuracy, in Crohn
disease.

P H D

S T U D E N T

Y. Li
T H E S I S

The identification of cell non-autonomous roles
of astrocytes in neurodegeneration
P R O M O T O R

Prof.dr. O.C.M. Sibon
Onofrio Catalano (1972) is now working as
assistant professor in radiology at Harvard
Medical School. He did his doctoral research
at the Department of Nuclear Medicine and
Molecular Imaging of the University Medical
Center Groningen (UMCG). He was promoted on
May 30, 2018.

The blueprint of microglia:
Epigenetic regulation of microglia
phenotypes
P H D

S T U D E N T

X. Zhang
T H E S I S

The blueprint of microglia: Epigenetic regulation
of microglia phenotypes
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. B.J.L. Eggen
Prof.dr. H.W.G.M. Boddeke
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
As the immune cells of the central nervous
system, microglia play crucial roles in
synaptic pruning, neural network formation,

C O P R O M O T O R

Dr. P.F. Dijkers

■■ PHOTO BY PEILIANG ZHAO

F A C U L T Y

defense against pathogens, and apoptotic
cell clearance to maintain brain homeostasis.
Microglial dysfunction is increasingly
implicated in neurodevelopmental disorders
and neurodegenerative diseases. The aim of
this thesis was to (epi)genetically characterize
distinct microglia phenotypes and underlying
regulatory networks during CNS inflammation
and aging. Peripheral inflammation induced
by systemic administration of bacterial
lipopolysaccharide (LPS) resulted in transient
microglia activation followed by a reduced
responsiveness to a subsequent LPS
challenge, referred to endotoxin tolerance.
Epigenetic studies revealed that this longterm inflammatory suppression was mediated
by epigenetic rewiring of microglia. In
contrast, systemic administration of fungal
β-glucan transiently sensitized microglia
to a following inflammatory challenge, a
phenomenon known as trained immunity. This
sensitization of microglia was also observed
in microglia from accelerated aging mice,
that are deficient in DNA damage repair.

Genome-wide transcriptomic and epigenetic
analyses revealed the transcription factors
and gene networks responsible for these
functionally distinct microglia phenotypes.
Targeting DNA damage repair deficiency
to microglia resulted in microglia loss and
replacement and not in sensitization, in
agreement with previous observations that
microglia sensitization in accelerated aging
mice is caused by neuronal genotoxic stress.
Summarizing, in this thesis it is shown that
peripheral inflammatory challenges induce a
permanent shift in microglia, accompanied by
epigenetic alterations. Changes observed in
aging mouse models point to the aging CNS as
the key determinant of age-induced changes in
microglia function.
Xiaoming Zhang (1988) studied Animal Science
at the Northwest A & F Universiteit van Yangling,
China. He did his research at the department
Neurosciences of the University Medical Center
Groningen (UMCG). He was promoted on May
30, 2018.

Medical Sciences
Knowledge about the pathogenesis of agerelated NDs is important, since there is no
treatment available. Many age-related NDs
are associated with protein aggregation and
activation of glia cells. Glia cells, including
astrocytes and microglia, are an important
type of non-neuronal cells in the CNS to
support neuronal function and health. This
thesis focused on the most abundant glial
cell, astrocytes. We examined responses
of astrocytes to neurons that express an
aggregation-prone, neurodegenerationassociated protein. We used the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster as a model organism
because the available genetic tools allow
simultaneous, independent manipulation
of neurons and astrocytes. Many aspects of
the structure and function of the Drosophila
CNS and astrocytes are similar to humans. An
aggregation-prone protein, associated with
Spinocerebellar Ataxia 3 (SCA3polyQ78), was
expressed in Drosophila eyes or neurons,
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resulting in a degenerative phenotype. A
candidate screen was performed to identify
genes in astrocytes that contributed to
SCA3polyQ78-induced neurodegeneration.
One of the identified genes in astrocytes was a
conserved NF-kB gene, Relish. Relish inhibition
in astrocytes delayed SCA3polyQ78-induced
neurodegeneration. Similar observations
were made in a Drosophila model for
Alzheimer’s disease. We further studied the
upstream modulation of activity of distinct
NF-kB transcription factors, and found that this
occurs via distinct isoforms of the calcineurin
phosphatase. Calcineurin genes in astrocytes
can also contribute to SCA3polyQ78-induced
neurodegeneration. Thus, modulating the
activity of specific calcineurin isoforms may
be of relevance in regulating the activity of a
specific NF-kB in NDs. Together, findings in this
thesis demonstrate the relevance of astrocytes
in NDs.
Yixian Li (1986) studied Animal Sciences aan the
University of Wageningen. She did her research
in the Department of Cell Biology of University
Medical Center Groningen (UMCG). Li will work
as postdoctoral researcher on astrocytes at the
University of Gothenburg in Sweden. She was
promoted on June 11, 2018.

Preschool children with ADHD
symptoms and behavioural
problems: Informant agreement,
treatment, and predictors of
treatment outcome
P H D

S T U D E N T

L.A.J.M. van der Veen-Mulders
T H E S I S

Preschool children with ADHD symptoms and
behavioural problems: Informant agreement,
treatment, and predictors of treatment outcome
P R O M O T O R

Prof.dr. P.J. Hoekstra
C O P R O M O T O R S

Dr. B.J. van den Hoofdakker
Dr. M.H. Nauta
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
In this study, we investigated treatments for
preschool children with disruptive behaviour
problems, in a stepped-care format. Our main
research questions were: do behaviour problems
decrease and do parental practices improve
after parent training? Are these changes
related to each other? In case of remaining
behaviour problems, what works then best
as a second step treatment, medication or
a subsequent more intensive behavioural
treatment? Children’s disruptive behaviour
problems clearly improved after treatment
with a 12-session behavioural parent training
(n = 83, aged 2.5 - 6 years). Furthermore,
maternal parenting skills and parenting sense
of competence in both parents improved.
Positive changes in parenting were related to a

decrease of disruptive behaviour problems. A
substantial part of the children needed further
treatment after parent training. In a randomized
controlled pilot study (n = 35), we compared the
effectiveness of two subsequent treatments,
i.e. parent-child interaction therapy (PCIT) and
treatment with medication. We found that both
treatments may be effective, while the effect
of methylphenidate on children’s disruptive
behaviour was superior to PCIT in this study.
However, because of the small and biased
sample, results cannot yet be used in clinical
practice. We were also interested if mothers and
fathers evaluated the behaviour problems of
their child in the same way on a questionnaire,
and if not, why this was the case. We found that,
in general, fathers and mothers highly agreed,
but if they experienced different levels of
parenting stress, they disagreed more on ratings
of their child’s behaviour problems.
Lianne van der Veen-Mulders (1959) works as
clinical psychologist and researcher at Accare.
She did her research at Accare Child and Youth
Psychiatry in collaboration with Accare Child
Study Center. The research was financed by
ZonMW and Accare Child Study Center. She was
promoted on June 13, 2018.

VPS13A is a multitasking protein at
the crossroads between organelle
communication and protein
homeostasis
P H D

S T U D E N T

W.M. Yeshaw
T H E S I S

VPS13A is a multitasking protein at the
crossroads between organelle communication
and protein homeostasis
P R O M O T O R

Prof.dr. O.C.M. Sibon
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Over 30 years ago, yeast vacuolar protein
sorting 13 (Vps13) was discovered as one of
the proteins required for carboxypeptidase
Y sorting. The presence of four human Vps13
orthologues and their associations with the
onsets of clinically distinct neurological and
developmental disorders calls for the demand
to mechanistically study each VPS13 protein
in multicellular organisms. The challenge has
been in defining the localization and functional
contributions of each VPS13 family member
in molecular pathways. Data presented in this
thesis attempts to uncover the subcellular
localization and molecular functions of VPS13A
in healthy tissue and the consequences of its
absence in a Drosophila and human cell ChAc
models.
Wondwossen Melaku Yeshaw (1986)
graduated in 2009 and received his Bachelor
of Science in Medical Laboratory Technology
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(Jimma University, Ethiopia). In 2012, het got
his master’s degree in Biomedical Sciences
at the University of Groningen. For this, he
received a Huygens scholarship. During his
doctoral thesis, he worked in the Department
of Cell Biology and the research institute
BCN-BRAIN of the University Medical Center
Groningen (UMCG). The research was financed
with scholarships from the NWO. Yeshaw
will now work as a researcher at Stanford
(California, United States). He was promoted
on June 18, 2018.

ADHD & Addiction Prevalence,
diagnostic assessment and
treatment of ADHD in substance use
disorder patients: a study on the
prevalence, diagnostic assessment
and treatment of ADHD in substance
use disorder patients
P H D

S T U D E N T

K. van Emmerik-van Ooortmerssen
T H E S I S

ADHD & Addiction Prevalence, diagnostic
assessment and treatment of ADHD in substance
use disorder patients: a study on the prevalence,
diagnostic assessment and treatment of ADHD
in substance use disorder patients
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. R.A. Schoevers
Prof.dr. W. van den Brink

of several disorders, is common in many
addicted patients and this can complicate
treatment. Van Emmerik-van Oortmerssen’s
thesis is about the comorbidity of ADHD and
addiction. She first researched the prevalence
of ADHD in patients with an addiction. This
and previous research led her to conclude
that the prevalence rate is high: on average,
in one in five patients with an addiction. This
varies from country to country and depends,
for instance, on the substance to which the
patient is addicted. She also concluded that
addicted patients with ADHD often have other
psychiatric problems such as personality and
mood disorders.
■■ BY DEBBIE HESSELINK

It would be advisable for addiction treatment
centres to screen patients for ADHD on
admission. This is the conclusion of PhD
student and psychiatric trainee Katelijne van
Emmerik-van Oortmerssen. As many as one
in five addicts have ADHD. Van Emmerikvan Oortmerssen developed an integrated
treatment for this group that includes cognitive
behavioural therapy for both the addiction and
the ADHD. A comparison of this new approach
to the standard treatment has shown that the
integrated approach is better at reducing ADHD
symptoms without the need for medication.
Both treatments are equally good at tackling the
addiction.

C O P R O M O T O R

Dr. E. Vedel
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences

Addiction to alcohol and/or drugs is a major
cause of serious health problems around the
world. Psychiatric comorbidity, the presence

In her thesis, Van Emmerik-van Oortmerssen
presents an integrated treatment with cognitive
behavioural therapy for both the addiction
and the ADHD. This treatment was specially
developed for patients who have ADHD
alongside their addiction, and consists of
treatment for substance abuse together with
modules that focus on treating ADHD. These
train patients’ planning skills, for instance. In
her research, she compared this integrated
treatment with the standard treatment, which
focuses solely on addiction. She found a greater
decrease in ADHD symptoms with the new
approach than with the current approach,
without using medication.
Based on her research, Van Emmerik-van
Oortmerssen advises screening patients with
an addiction for ADHD. She also recommends
taking account of other possible personality and
mood disorders.

Since 2013, Katelijne van Emmerik-Van
Oortmerssen (1978) has been in psychiatrist
training at GGZ InGeest. She did her research
within the Jellinek in Amsterdam (part of van
Arkin) in collaboration with the Academic
Medical Center in Amsterdam and the University
Medical Center Groningen (UMCG). The research
was partly financed by Fonds NutsOhra. She was
promoted on June 20, 2018.

Postural control during reaching in
typical and atypical development:
Mapping the maze of roads leading
to Rome
P H D

S T U D E N T

L.C. van Balen
T H E S I S

Postural control during reaching in typical and
atypical development: Mapping the maze of
roads leading to Rome
P R O M O T O R

Prof.dr. M. Hadders-Algra
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Posture refers to the relative position of the
body and its parts with respect to each other
and the environment. Postural control or the
regulation of posture is necessary for practically
all motor actions, since it involves maintaining
balance (i.e., keeping the centre of gravity within
the support surface). A basic strategy of postural
control is direction-specificity, which means
that when balance is threatened in a certain
direction, the nervous system tries to counteract
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this disturbance by recruiting muscles on the
opposite side of the body.
The goal of the research reported in this thesis
is to examine the development of postural
control during infancy. We studied infants
between approximately 4 and 21 months of age.
Postural control was assessed during reaching
movements of the infants while they were
seated in a supported sitting position. By means
of electromyography (EMG) of several trunk
and arm muscles of the infants, we measured
postural muscle recruitment strategies during
these reaching movements. In order to study

both typical and atypical development, we also
included infants at risk of neurodevelopmental
motor disorders such as cerebral palsy (CP).
The results of these studies show that in
both groups the postural muscle recruitment
strategies were characterized by variation. In
typically-developing infants, the percentage of
reaching movements accompanied by directionspecific postural adjustments increases between
6 and 18 months of age. It is not yet clear
whether or not this increase is related to the
development of independent walking. Infants
at risk of cerebral palsy, however, do not show
an increase in direction-specificity at the age of
18 months. Possibly, development of postural
control is delayed in these infants.
Lieke van Balen (1982) studied medical
sciences at the University of Groningen. She
did her research within the Department of
Developmental Neurology and the research
institute BCN-BRAIN of the University Medical
Center Groningen (UMCG). The research
was financed by ‘Stichting de Drie Lichten’
and ‘Stichting Fonds de Gavere’, among
other sources. Van Balen is now working as
a physician’s assistant in the Department of
Medical Microbiology at the University Medical
Center Maastricht. She was promoted on June
20, 2018.
■ ■ E V E LY N K U I P E R - D R E N T H , B A S E D
ON PRESS REPORTS FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN

Visit NWO advisory group Brain,
Cognition, Behaviour
Recently, members of the Advisory Group Brain, Cognition, Behaviour of the Netherlands
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) paid a visit to the Research School BCN,
Groningen. The strategy of NWO is to further build upon the excellence and coherency
in brain, cognition and behavioural research, to facilitate the impact of this area and to
ensure the utilisation of the knowledge it generates. The advisory group falls under the
governance of the NWO Domain Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH).
The advisory group is chaired by Prof. Chantal Kemner (Utrecht University). The other
members of the advisory group are Prof. Monique Smeets (Utrecht University), Prof. Robert
Schoevers (University of Groningen), Prof. Wiro Niessen (Erasmus University Rotterdam), Prof.
Cyriel Pennartz (University of Amsterdam), Dr. Floris de Lange (Donders Institute, Radboud
University) and Dr. Rob Heinsbroek (coordinator NWO Brain, Cognition, Behaviour)
During the meeting, BCN board members and a selection of BCN researchers from various
faculties gave presentations on the structure, unique facilities and research projects within
BCN. With visits like these, BCN hopes to strengthen the ties between NWO and other policydetermining governmental bodies, and to gain more influence on national research initiatives.
■■ PHOTOS AND TEXT BY MICHIEL HOOIVELD

■■ P H O T O BY K A S P E R W I LT I N G
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"Als we wisten wat we deden, heette het geen onderzoek.” (If we knew
what it was we were doing, it would not be called research, would it?)
>> Albert Einstein (Elisabeth Borleffs)

"Pass on plastic, because glass is fantastic."
>> Dianna Cohen, co-founder Plastic Pollution Coalition (Sietske Berghuis)

“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.”
>> Benjamin Franklin (Xiaoming Zhang)
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